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ABSTRACT
The General Electric Company is developing a two-stage potassium
vapor turbine under Contract NAS 5-1143. During the quarter ending
November 8, 1964 the turbine was tested with potassium vapor for ap-
proximately 45 hours. The test conditions were 1430 to 1570°F inlet
temperature, turbine pressure ratios from 1.9 to 4.2, vapor flow rates
from 1.4 to 2.6 lbs/sec and power output up to 165 kw. A leak in the
potassium boiler caused test operations to stop on October 13, 1964.
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I. SUMMARY
The Re-Entry Systems Department of the General Electric Company
has been under contract to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
since May 8, 1961, for the design and fabrication of a two-stage test
turbine suitable for operation in saturated potassium vapor at 1600°F. The
test turbine consists of stages three and four of a five-stage 500 KW
turbine and is to have a design flow capacity of g. 8 pounds per second.
The present phase of the contract covers assembly, test, and evaluation
of the turbine and associated components.
The main objectives of this program are to study the effects of vapor
wetness on performance, to study impingement damage and washing
erosion with different blade materials, to study the phenomena of super-
saturation and droplet formation, to establish the values of the polytropic
exponent of potassium vapor as an improvement over General Electric's
calculated Mollier diagrams, and finally, to establish accurate fluid flow
design methods for potassium turbines operating in the wet vapor region.
The test turbine runs on oil lubricated bearings. The test program
anticipates 200 hours of performance testing, and two 1,000 hour endurance
tests.
The present report covers progress during the quarter ending November
8, 1964.
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The main events for this reporting period are:
After careful preparation of turbine and facility including additional
instrumentation (for the measurement of vapor velocity at turbine inlet,
boiler feed flow, and temperatures around the bearing and seal area),
successful performance testing was accomplished over a two weeks time period
operating the facility around the clock. 103 performance test points out of
a total of 114 were obtained, at speeds including 20,000 rpm and inlet
temperatures up to 1580°F. Data taking was accomplished by digital printout
equipment, at the rate of 170 bits of information per scan and data point,
in l-l/2 minutes time. As a rule, four scans were taken per data point.
28 parameters of interest were recorded continuously on Sanborn recorders
giving considerable insight into turbine and facility behavior under transient
conditions. The complex instrumentation, especially the efflux pressure
measuring system, worked well. Outstanding are recordings of vapor velocity
during transients.
The turbine itself, especially in regard to bearings and seals, behaved
extremely well. No seal rubbing of any significance and no mixing of oil and
potassium was experienced during testing. The bearing pad temperature never
o
exceeded 200 F, even under extreme temperatures in turbine seal. Seal outlet
temperatures up to 870°F were observed. New welding techniques were incorporated
in the leak tight assembly of the slinger seal and its potassium feed system,
holding up under severe test conditions.
The facility was operated to its limits. Much of the testing was done
with the boiler at peak temperature (1670°F at the surface of boiler tubes
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and the condenser at low pressure 3 - 4 psia). The 8-inch control valve
between boiler and turbine was used successfully for throttling as well as
adjustment of turbine inlet temperature. Boiler and condenser responded well
to temperature control.
The test results were obtained under most difficult conditions. Severe
instabilities were encountered, apparently stemming from the boiler and
resulting in numerous speed dips of the turbine, identical to those experienced
in July. Methods have been established empirically to suppress or to drastically
reduce the frequency of these instabilities.
Also, leaks were experienced requiring quick repair, while the facility
was kept on standby. Several leaks occurred on instrumentation lines, at some
distance from the casing, where the tube wall is stepped down from 63 mil to
28 mil. Internal leaks occurred on thin walled piping leading in and out of
the potassium seal, resulting in leakage of argon and potassium into the
facility. Finally, a leak developed at the center girth weld of the boiler,
above the liquid level, requiring shutdown and termination of testing.
The potassium in the turbine system as well as combustion gases in the
boiler chimney were monitored continuously. In comparison to smaller loops,
the turbine loop was found to be extremely clean in regard to oxygen and
carbon content.
Metallurgical examinations were applied to establish the reasons for tube
and boiler weld failures, to be able to avoid similar failures in the future.
After shutdown, the boiler was examined thoroughly, disclosing additional cracks
in weld seams and a ruptured boiler feed distributing line in the upper boiler
drum.
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FORECAST AND SCHEDULE
The program schedule is shown in Figure 1. It is anticipated that
the present facility and turbine repair will take until late in February,
1965. March will be devoted to additional performance testing_ followed by
an in-place inspection of the turbine. Under favorable conditions_ this
leaves sufficient time for two endurance tests within the contracting
period_ separated by a three-month turbine tear down and inspection period_
which will be used for installing refractory metal buckets and second hard-
ware_ where required. The forecast of events for the forthcoming quarter is
as follows:
Turbine data reduction and evaluation will be completed. In addition_
test planning for the next turbine test will be carried out and testing will
resume. A topical report on converging-diverging nozzle testing will be
completed.
The potassium boiler and test turbine will be repaired and made ready
for testing. Preparations for resumption of potassium testing will be made.
Improvements in system instrumentation and control will be a part of these
preparations.
Metallurgical coverage will be given to the fabrication and repair pro-
cedures for both the test rig and facility. The carbon analysis of the po-
tassium loop samples taken during the last operating period will be completed.
All efforts will be continued in an attempt to certify a sound boiler
for continued operation of the 3000 KW potassium system. Failure analysis
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will be coordinated with repair techniques so that the change of recurrence
of such failures will be minimized.
All repaired welds will be inspected by X-ray and helium leak checked.
In light of the boiler damage experienced the peak temperature - time
relationship will have to be reconsidered and may have a bearing on top
temperatures permissible.
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II. FLUID DYNAMIC TESTING
During the reporting period_ preparations for the second performance tests
of the two-stage turbine were completed and data runs were made for all planned
test points below 20_000 rpm and 1600°F.
TEST PREPARATIONS
During performance testing on July 13_ 1964_ sudden speed excursions were
experienced which at the time were thought by some to be due to mechanical rubs
and by others_ facility instability. However_ there was insufficient instru-
mentation to establish clear cause and effect relationships during speed trans-
ients. In addition_ previous difficulties experienced with the hydrodynamic-
buffer seal combination dictated the necessity of adding recordings of significance
in seal evaluation. As a result_ instrumentation was added to the test setup
in the 3000 KW facility. The additional instrumentation is delineated in Table I.
Two inductance gauges 90 degrees apart (Item i) were added near the aft end
of the turbine shaft to monitor shaft motion on an oscilloscope. Two thermo-
couples (Item 2) were added on the turbine casing to monitor transient tempera-
ture conditions. Transducers connected to continuous recorder channels were
installed to monitor the argon pressures on the potassium and oil sides of the
turbine seal. In an effort to determine the cause of the severe turbine speed
fluctuations_ Items 5_ 6_ 7_ 8 and later 9 were added to the test setup in the
belief that the 3000 KW facility was unstable at certain operating conditions.
Item 5_ a differential pressure transducer was installed between an existing
total head tube and static tap in the annulus around the turbine inlet bullet
nose to monitor v_ocity fluctuations at turbine inlet. The transducer was
read out on a continuous recorder. Items 6_ 7 and 9 were to monitor boiler
feed conditions which might be contributing to instability. Item 6_ an existing
limp-diaphragm transducer on the boiler feed line_ was read out on the continuous
recorder. Item 7_ a transducer on the signal air line which actuates the boiler
feed valve_ was read out on the continuous recorder to indicate when the valve
was open or shut. Item 8_ an accelerometer_ was installed to establish whether
large quantities of liquid were coming down the main vapor pipe and slowing the
turbine. It was read out on a continuous recorder also. The additional con-
tihuous recorder placed in Building 309 with the digital data handling equipment
accommodatedItems 4_ 5_ 6_ 7_ 8 and 9. In addition_ a multi-channel tape re-
corder was added to record speed_ shaft motion and acceleration of the stem of
the main vapor throttling valve.
In order to limit turbine speed to 20_000 rpm, the test-point schedule was
revised somewhat. At 1450°F rotative speeds corresponding to 85 and 105 per
cent corrected flow were added. However_due to the difficulty experienced in
holding speed constant at 1450°F_ these speeds were not added to the 1550°F test
schedule. Instead_ points calling for a speed near 21_000 rpm were run at
20_000 rpm. The revised test schedule is shown in Table II.
A subroutine for computing the thermodynamic properties of potassium vapor
according to the latest Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) empirical relationships
was completed. This subroutine was written and inserted into the data reduction
program for the potassium performance testing of the two-stage turbine. However_
the NRLempirical relationships used were based upon experimental data above
1400°F. Becausepotassium properties consistent with NRLproperties below
1400°F are required for data reduction_ the NRLrelationships were utilized
below their range of applicability. The validity of this procedure is discussed
in Appendix A where a report entitled "ThermodynamicProperties of Potassium
Vapor From 1300-2700°RUsing Naval Research Laboratory Experimental Data" is
presented. This report also contains tabulated values of potassium properties
which were obtained from the aforementioned subroutine.
Shownin Figure 2 is a Mollier-type diagram for potassium vapor based
upon the aforemenlioned property data in Appendix A.
Because of the difficulties experienced with the turbine seal leaking_ a
calibration test was madeprior to potassium performance testing. Shownin
Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the turbine seal and the facility loops to
which it is connected. Two types of calibration runs were made_namely_ wet
and dry. In the former_ each of the different single flow paths from argon
inlet (Station 7) to the seal exit (Station Noso i_ 5_ 6 and 8) were isolated.
Argon was permitted to flow through each of these paths at various values of
argon manifold pressure (P7). The temperatures_ pressures and flows were the_
measured. In the wet tests_ lube oil was permitted to flow at values near the
usual operating conditions. Again_ argon was introduced at various pressures
while speed and lube flow were varied. The pressures_ temperatures and flows
were again measured. With these calibration data_ the variation in the re-
sistance to flow of all the pertinent restrictions in the seal assembly can be
evaluated as functions of flow. Whenreduced_ these data can be used to construct
a mathematical model of the flow in the seal to predict seal performance at
elevated temperatures and for various boundary conditions. Reduction of the
calibration data was interrupted by evaluation of turbine potassium performance
data.
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Prior to and during the time period when performance testing was being
carried out_ tare torque values for the turbine bearings and seals were
obtained so that the actual blading fluid dynamic work of the turbine could
be determined. The data was obtained by running the turbine in an argon
atmosphere by meansof the steam turbine and measuring the rotative speed_
the torque from the main torque meter and the torque from the steam turbine
torque meter. During running_ the turbine environmental pressure was reduced
to as low as possible, about 3.0 psia_ so as to eliminate turbine blade
windage. The difference between the steam turbine and main torque meters
results in the net tare torque for the test speed. This value must be added
to the difference between the main and the steam turbine torque meter readings
during performance testing for all test points at the samespeed as the tare
torque test.
The tare test can be run only in a very narrow speed range (15_000 -
17_000 rpm) because it must be run with a low potassium turbine environ-
mental pressure. At lower speeds_ the hydrodynamic seal will not withstand
the pressure differential. Speeds above 17_000 rpm are not attainable with
the power developed by the steam turbine. The tare torque values obtained on
October 2 during performance testing are presented in Table III. Because of
the narrow speed range of these points_ an assumption had to be made_that
the tare torque would vary as the square of the rotative speed. Shownin
Figure 4 is the comparison of the tare torque values used for data reduction
and those obtained during tare testing.
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TURBINE POTASSIUM PERFORMANCE TESTING
Potassium performance test data were obtained on the two-stage turbine
on September 28_ 29 and 30 and October 2_ 4 and 8. In the six days of
testing_ all of the test points for 1450 and 1550°F were run. One data
point was taken at approximately 1600°F.
The data was taken despite the fact that the facility tended to be
unstable under some operating conditions_ causing severe speed excursions
(e.g._ 15_000 - 3_000 rpm in two seconds).
At 1450°F turbine inlet temperature_ the speed was found to be the
most stable when the main throttle valve was nearly closed causing a de-
crease in vapor temperature across the valve from 1550°F to 1450°F. At
1550°F_ not much throttling was possible across the main vapor valve. As
a result_ testing was carried out by cutting boiler firing rate to 25 per
cent of maximum just long enough to make four data scans with the digital
data handling system. After about i0 to 12 hours of boiler operation_
however_ stability was improved enough to permit taking data without re-
ducing the firing rate of the boiler periodically.
Transient Measurements
As mentioned earlier_ additional instrumentation was installed in the
facility for the purpose of establishing causal relationships under unstable
operating conditions. All transient measurements were made on four continuous
recorders. Excerpts from these recordings are presented in Figures 5 through
ii. The following quantities were recorded on the respective recorders.
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Recorder No. A
1 •
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Speed
Water Brake Torque
Forward Ball Bearing Temperature
Pad Aft Ball Bearing Temperature
Pad Bearing Lube Flow
Ball Bearing Lube Flow
Steam Turbine Vibrations
Potassium Turbine Vibrations
Recorder No. B
1 .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8°
Potassium Side Seal Pressure (P-8)
Spray EMFM Temperature
Turbine Inlet Temperature
Liquid Injection Temperature
Turbine Inlet Pressure
Exit Static Pressure (Inoperative)
Main Condenser EMFM Temperature (Figures 5 to 9);
Boiler Discharge Temperature (Figures i0 to 20)
Spray Flow
Recorder No. C
1 o
2.
3.
4.
Main Condenser Flow
Argon Extraction Flow
Condenser Liquid Level
Condenser Static Pressure (Taylor Gage)
Recorder No. D
Speed
Boiler Feed Pressure
Bullet Nose Velocity
Acceleration of Main Throttle Valve Stem
Position of Boiler Feed Control Valve
Boiler Feed Flow (Figures i0 to 20 only)
The traces made by Recorders A_ B_ C and D are to be found on parts a,
, c_ and d of each figure.
Shown in Figure 5 are a series of traces which begin at a time of 1430
hours and show a typical speed excursion. Water was just admitted to the
brake. Immediately the speed begins to oscillate. Part a shows that as
the speed decreases torque rises. There is an indication of steam turbine
vibrations as the speed drops.
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During the 33rd minute_ the turbine experiences the first abrupt de-
celeration. The speed drops from 17_000to 5_000 in two seconds. The
torque trace also has a minimumvalue coincident with the minimumspeed.
Delayed responses are noted for the pad bearing and aft bearing temper-
atures_ pad bearing lube flow and the ball bearing lube flow. Also_ the
potassium side of the turbine seal_ turbine inlet pressure and condenser
pressure decrease. Bullet nose velocity shows a reversal in flow.
During the 39th minute_ a series of three abrupt decelerations of the
turbine occur_ which follow the samepattern as the previous surge. Note
particularly that boiler feed pressure is dropping immediately prior to the
speed surge but begins to rise before the sharp decrease in speed occurs.
The flow reversal indication in the bullet nose occurs slightly before or
simultaneously with the speed surge. Condenser pressure is approximately
7 psi_ just prior to the three speed surges. The condenser pressure rose
after each of the first two speed surges_ but showeda dip during the
third. For the three speed dips_ there are corresponding turbine inlet
temperature rises and in turn_ these correspond to three rises in turbine
inlet pressure of about 2 psi. The boiler feed pressure rise is also
approximately 2 psi. Turbine inlet temperature before the three speed dips
is approximately 1427°F.
Shownin Figure 6 are traces which begin at about 1512 hours and show
how velocity is measuredand the difficulty experienced in setting spray
flow. Indications from the figure are that speed transients are experienced
during the setting and taking of Data Point No. 48_ which called for a speed
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of 18_000rpm. The boiler temperature at this time is approximately 1530°F.
Shownon Part d at the end of the 13th minute is a measurementof velocity in
the bullet nose for Data Point No. 48. To make this measurement_the argon
is shut off to the total head tube and the static tap simultaneously. Be-
fore the bullet nose velocity measurement_the velocity is seen in Part d
to be somewhaterratic indicating non-steady flow.
The difficulty in setting a spray flow is evident from Part b, which
indicates that the flow changes instantaneously as the valve is adjusted
and usually drifts to a lower flow after adjustment.
The condenser pressure is approximately 6.5 psia as shown in Part c.
Somecondenser pressure surges from the 14th to the 17th minute can be seen.
These do not coincide with speed surges shown in Part d nor do they coincide
with abrupt spray flow changes shownin Part b. It is thought that these
condenser pressure surges are caused by instrumentation vibration due to
steam turbine vibration. In any event_ they don't seemto correlate with
any other quantities measuredon the recorders.
During the 16th minute_ the main vapor valve is opened slightly which
caused a speed surge accompaniedby the usual torque drop_ velocity reversal
and characteristic boiler feed pressure trace. From the 19th to the 24th
minute_ four speed surges are experienced which have their characteristic
velocity reversals and torque drops.
Shownin Part d are the approximate time intervals which the digital
data handling is operated to obtain Data Point No. 48. It is apparent
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from Part d that the accelerometer trace is effected by a disturbance caused
by the digital data handling system. Also, during the digital run, the
bullet nose velocity measurementappears to suffer from electrical dis-
turbance. It is apparent in Part d which of the velocity traces are real
and which are electrical disturbances by referring to the speed trace on
the same part of the figure. Shown on this sequence is the fact that a
fifth digital run is made after the 24th minute because of the many speed
surges experienced during the first two digital runs. Reference to Parts
a and b indicates that speed surges correlate with changes in turbine inlet
pressure and turbine inlet temperature. Now these changes in turbine inlet
temperature could be induced by the facility in some way or they could
correspond to adjustments in the main vapor valve to correct the turbine
inlet temperature to the valve called for in the test plan.
Shown in Figure 7 are traces which begin at 1532 hours, and show the
effect of manual control of boiler feed and closing the main vapor throttle
Valve. The boiler outlet temperature is 1530°F and the turbine inlet
temperature is approximately 1462°F. During the 34th minute, Part d indi-
cates that the boiler feed line valve is put on manual control and this
is after the first digital run for Data Point No. 47. Reference to Part d
indicates that in spite of manual control on the boiler feed line, speed
. dips are experienced in the 38th, 39th, 41st, and 43rd minutes. Tentative
conclusion: manual control does not eliminate instability. Reference to
Part c indicates turbine inlet total pressure and temperature variations
which coincide with the speed dips from the 37th to the 40th minute. An
unusual occurrence happens during the 40th minute. At this time, a decrease
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in turbine inlet temperature occurs accompanied by a decrease in inlet
total pressure and this apparently causes a velocity reversal in the
bullet nose as indicated in Part d. However, the same part indicates
that the speed did not dip.
Shown in Figure 8 are traces beginning at 1548 hours and showing
the independence of speed on moderate velocity and condenser pressure
fluctuations. Boiler outlet temperature is 1545°F. In this figure_ the
speed is fairly smooth. At the 54th minute_ Part b indicates a drop in
turbine inlet temperature probably due to the opening of the main vapor
valve slightly. During the 54th minute_ the turbine inlet pressure varies
somewhat erratically. Part d indicates rather strong fluctuations in
bullet nose velocity during this minute. Apparently_ however, these flow
fluctuations have little correlation with speed.
Part c indicates that through a good portion of time period
covered by this figure, the condenser pressure is varying widely. The
variations, however_ are almost independent of any speed variations.
Between the 58th and the 60th minute_ two moderately large velocity
fluctuations occurs in the bullet nose as shown in Part d. These corre-
spond to pressure variations shown in Part b at the turbine inlet. Part b
indicates no substantial change in turbine inlet temperature corresponding
to the first fluctuation in bullet nose velocity, however, a decrease in
temperature seems to coincide with the second of these two velocity fluc-
tuations. The velocity fluctuations did not cause any sudden speed changes.
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Shownin Figure 9 are traces beginning at 1618 hours which shows the
_ffect of closing the main vapor throttling valve. Boiler vapor outlet
temperature is approximately 1550°F. At approximately 24 minutes, a full
flow reversal is recorded on the Part d which is accompaniedby a decel-
eration. Part b indicates that during the 20th minute_ an increase in
turbine inlet temperature is recorded probably due to the opening of the
main vapor throttling valve. Part d indicates a decrease in the vapor
flow to zero but no speed deceleration is recorded for this incident in
time. During the 21st minute, a small change to a lower turbine inlet
temperature is experienced as shownon Part b. This gave rise to a
rather sharp decrease in flow as shownon Part d_ but again no speed de-
celeration is indicated.
Shownin Figure I0 is the effect on turbine speed stability of manually
controlling the boiler feed and of shutting off the boiler feed. The figure
begins at 1304 hours at which time the speed is 19_000 rpm_ boiler outlet
temperature is 1512°F_ turbine inlet temperature is 1462°F_ boiler pressure
is 33 psia and condenser pressure is 10.4 psia. At the beginning of the
sequence_ Part d indicates that the position of the boiler feed valve is
controlled manually and is at a constant position. During minute No. 8_
the flow to the boiler is cut off for approximately three minutes. During
minute No. ii_ the boiler feed is turned back on automatic control. Both
the manual feed anti the automatic feed portions have no steep speed transients_
however_ during the time when the boiler feed is shut off_ speed transients
occur_ accompaniedby the well-established pattern for boiler feed pressure
and bullet nose velocity. These are all shownin Part d. Reference
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to Part b indicates that coincident with the speed surge_ there is an
incremental increase in turbine inlet temperature and boiler exit temper-
ature and in addition_ there is a noticeable variation in turbine inlet
pressure. As before, Part a indicates that the torque dipped the same
instant that the speed dipped, indicating the turbine is producing less
torque than just prior to or just after the speed dip.
Shownin Figure ii is another instance where a numberof speed surges
are obtained in a short interval of time at a fairly high condenser pressure.
The sequencebegins at 1431 hours when the rotative speed is 19_000 rpm;
the boiler outlet and turbine inlet temperatures are 1542 and 1457°F_ re-
spectively, and boiler and condenser pressures are 36 and 15.4 psia_
respectively. In this instance_ four speed surges are encountered in
about three and a half minutes. In each case_ the flow reversal is obvious
in Part d coincident with the speed surges. For each of the speed surges_
there is a corresponding increase in turbine inlet temperature_ as shown in
Part b. However, only the third and fourth of these speed surges appear to
be accompaniedby an increase in boiler exit temperature. Each speed surge
has its characteristic turbine inlet temperature blip in Part b. Reference
to Part a indicates that at 19,000 rpm_ there is considerable activity on
the steam turbine vibration sensors. This is not peculiar to this parti-
cular run_ but is found to be the general case at this speed.
Shownin Figure 12 is the effect of the opening of the main vapor
throttle valve on speed stability. The sequence begins at 1532 hours,
at which time the rotative speed is approximately 20_000 rpm_ the boiler
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exit and turbine inlet temperatures are 1552 and 1437°F_ respectively and
the boiler and condenser pressures are 46 and i0 psia_ respectively. In
the five-minute time interval between the 34th and 39th minute_ four speed
surges_ three of which are quite drastic_ are shown in Parts a and d. The
second one in particular is bad because the turbine did not recover to
full rotative speed for a matter of ten or fifteen seconds. There are
somevelocity dips in Part d_ which are caused by digital readings which
are indicated in Part a by the numerals at the left-hand edge of the figure.
There are other velocity dips which usually do not correspond to speed dips_
but also don't show zero velocity. For each of the speed dips_ there is a
definite increase in turbine inlet temperature shownon Part b. However_
only one of these_ namely the first_ showsany increase in boiler exit
temperature. Thus_ the latter three are probably caused by opening the
main throttle valve. The usual pressure fluctuation at the turbine inlet_
characteristic of these speed dips_ is again evident in Part b. At this
20_000 rpm point_ the activity on the steam turbine vibration indicators
continues to be rather large.
Shownin Figure 13 is a sequencewhen a large numberof speed surges
are encountered in a short time span. The sequence begins at 1707 hours_
when the rotative speed is 19_i00 rpm_ the boiler exit and turbine inlet
temperatures are 1562 and 1562°F_ respectively and the boiler and condenser
pressures are 38 and 7 psia_ respectively. The high incidence of speed dips
occurs between the 9th and 15th minutes. These speed dips have their
corresponding variations in flow as measuredby the velocity in the bullet
nose as shown in Part d. Part b indicates that the turbine inlet temperature
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is quite steady under these conditions_ but since the turbine inlet tempera-
ture and boiler outlet temperature are essentially the same_no throttling
is possible through the main vapor throttling valve. Part b also indicates
very stable boiler outlet temperature. Rarely does the boiler discharge
temperature increase at the instances when the speed surges. This is some-
what different from the case when the turbine inlet temperature is around
1450°F. The turbine inlet pressure still has the samecharacteristic shape
which has been associated with most of the speed surges. The condenser
pressure trace is very irregular_ but the dips to lower than zero were
attributed to vibrations of the steam turbine. The condenser static pressure
is shown in Part c and the steam turbine vibrations are shown in Part a. It
is felt that the steam turbine vibrations are being picked up by the Taylor
gauge situated directly below the test turbine and that this is the cause
for the condenser pressure trace going below zero. In Part d_ it will be
noticed that the position of the boiler feed valve and the boiler feed flow
parallel each other to a great extent_ as would be expected. These readings
seemto have no correlation with the speed dips.
Shownin Figure 14 is the large number of speed surges encountered
when the boiler is brought up to approximately 1600°F in order to obtain
data at this turbine inlet temperature. This sequence starts at 1735 hours.
Rotative speed for this sequence is about 19_000 rpm and the boiler outlet
and turbine inlet temperatures increase from 1572 to 1582°F and the boiler
and condenser pressures are 44 and 8 psia_ respectively. Part b ind_ates
that the turbine inlet temperature is steadily rising throughout this sequence
and otherwise is quite steady. The turbine inlet pressure has a number of
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fluctuations which seldom correspond to the very small fluctuations in
turbine inlet temperature_ but boiler feed pressure_ as usual_ seems to
have increasing pressure values coincident with the speed surges. In
most cases_ the bullet nose velocity trace shows large changes in velocity
associated with each speed surge as shown in Part d.
Shown in Figure 15 is the effect of increasing boiler firing rate from
I0 to 40 per cent of maximum. This sequence begins at 1756 hours. The
rotative speed is about 17_500 rpm and the boiler temperature varies from
1507 to 1532°F; the turbine inlet temperature varies from 1497 to 1527°F;
the boiler pressure varies from 27 to 34 psia and the condenser pressure
varies from 6 to 7.6 psia. In the time period immediately previous to
this sequence_ the boiler fire is cut to i0 per cent of full firing rate
and the turbine inlet temperature is allowed to drift from 1582°F down
to approximately 1450°F. Within a minute or two after the boiler fire is
turned down_ the speed becomes extremely steady. At the beginning of this
sequence_ the firm g rate is still i0 per cent. As shown in Parts a and
d_ the speed trace is still very steady. At approximately 57 minutes_ the
boiler is turned on once more and the speed traces in both Parts a and d
indicate that by the end of the 58th minute_ the speed is already beginning
to vary considerably from the nearly constant value at which this sequence
begins. During the minute ending at 1801 hours_ the first severe speed
surge is experienced. This speed surge takes place essentially independent
of any large change in turbine inlet temperature_ but the turbine inlet
pressure goes through its characteristic dip and rise. The boiler exit
temperature is rising gradually at the point where the first speed surge
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is encountered. As usual_ the speed surges are accompanied by indications
of flow reversal in the bullet nose as indicated in Part d. Part c indi-
cates rises in condenser pressure corresponding to each of the major speed
dips. The turbine inlet temperature increased 30 degrees in the nine
minutes covered by this sequence and in that time period_ the turbine exper-
ienced about four minor speed dips and one very severe one. During the
speed transients experienced in the latter minutes of this sequence_ the
speed control on the water brake is not adjusted.
Shown in Figure 16 is another instance in which turbine speed becomes
extremely stable when the firing rate is cut to I0 per cent. This sequence
starts at 1810 hours. The rotative speed is approximately 15_000 rpm. The
boiler exit temperature during the time the data is taken for this test
point varies from 1562 to 1532°F_ a variation of 30°F. Turbine inlet
temperature varies from 1557 to 1520°F_ a variation of 37°F. The boiler
pressure varies from 42 to 32 psia_ a variation of i0 psia. The condenser
pressure varies from 8 to 9.2 psia. At approximately the 14th minute_ as
shown in Part b_ the boiler firing rate is cut to I0 per cent of the
maximum value and the turbine inlet temperature is allowed to drop. This
temperature drops at the rate of 16 degrees per minute for approximately
three minutes. At the end of this period_ the boiler is again turned to
full fire. During the llth and 12th minutes_ two large speed surges are
encountered and these speed surges seem to diminish until during the 14th
minute_ they disappear as shown in Part a. During the 18th minute_ the
speed surges returned apparently due to the fact that the boiler is turned
on again to full firing rate. It is apparent that the reduction of boiler
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firing rate to i0 per cent creates an extremely stable running condition
for the turbine.
Shownin Figure 17 is the effect of reducing firing rate to 25 per cent.
This sequence begins at 1826 hours. The rotative speed is 17_500 rpm. The
average turbine inlet temperature and boiler exit temperature are approxi-
mately 1552 and 1557°F_ respectively. The boiler pressure and condenser
pressure are 36 and 7.6 psia_ respectively. During this sequence_ an
attempt is madeto obtain boiler stability by reducing the firing rate to
25 per cent of maximum. This takes place approximately between the 27th and
31st minutes after which the boiler is returned to 36 per cent of full
firing rate. As is apparent from the trace in Part a_ the speed trace is
reasonably steady during this time period when the boiler is cut back. This
compares favorably to the speed surges shown in the 27th and 32nd minutes_
which are fairly sizeable and are during a time period when the boiler is
on approximately 36 per cent firing rate. It may be tentatively concluded
that reduction in boiler firing rate to 25 per cent removes the major
instability_ but still permits somevariation in turbine speed beyond what
is experienced when the firing rate is cut to i0 per cent.
Shownin Figure 18 are the results of operating the boiler at various
firing rates. The sequence begins at 1838 hours. During this sequence_
the rotative speed varies between about 17_500and 18_500 rpm. The boiler
exit temperature varies from 1542 and 1562°F. The turbine inlet temperature
varies from 1532 and 1557°F. The boiler inlet pressure varies from 34 to 43
psia. The condenser pressure varies from 8 to 9.6 psia. At the beginning
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of this sequence_the boiler is at approximately 20 per cent firing rate.
It increases to around 36 per cent in the 40th minute and by the 43rd
minute_ is about 40 per cent. Then_ in the 45th minute_ it is dropped
back to 25 per cent and in the 46th minute_ it is dropped back to 20
per cent. This sequence of boiler firing rates is not conclusive con-
cerning the effect of boiler firing on the turbine speed stability. The
few speed dips that do occur_ occur when the boiler firing rate is 20 to
25 per cent. In no portion of this sequence_however_ is the speed as
stable as is experienced when the boiler firing is downto i0 per cent
maximum.
Shownin Figure 19 are more instances of the effects of opening and
closing the main throttle valve. This sequence begins at 1918 hours.
Rotative speed is 17_500 rpm. Boiler exit temperature varies between 1542
and 1567°F. The turbine inlet temperature varies between 1537 and 1562°F.
The boiler pressure varies between 34 and 43 psia. The condenser pressure
varies between 9.8 and 7.4 psia. This sequence follows a numberof runs
in which the boiler firing rate is cut back to various low values for the
purpose of improving turbine speed stability while taking data points.
At the beginning of this sequence_ the boiler firing rate has been cut back
to about 25 per cent of full firing rate. By the end of the sequence_ the
boiler is probably operating between 36 and 40 per cent of full firing rate.
Shownin Part a are the speed traces for this sequence. During the nine
minutes of testing which occur during the time of this sequence_approxi-
mately four or five bad speed dips are encountered. However_only one of
these_ the one occurring approximately at the 17th minute_ has a serious
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flow reversal as is evidenced in Part d. In Part b_ the indications are
that the turbine inlet temperature drops quite abruptly coincident with
this speed surge. This probably is caused by closing the main throttle
valve_ since after this temperature decrease_ the level of the turbine
inlet pressure is reduced several psi. Also_ the boiler outlet tempera-
ture increased very slightly at this time period. Manyof the previous
severe speed surges_ which are accompaniedby flow reversals in the bullet
nose_ show indications of increased rather than decreased turbine inlet
temperature_ which very likely are caused by an opening of the throttle
valve. Several times_ a flow reversal was indicated_ but no serious
speed dip occurs simultaneously. In at least someof these previous cases_
the indications are that the throttle valve closed at this time apparently
causing a flow surge_ but also exerting a stabilizing effect on turbine
speed in someunexplainable manner. In this present sequence_ however_
there is clear evidence that closing the throttle valve isn't necessarily
accomplished without a speed dip.
Shownin Figure 20 is the relatively stable speed which occurs after
the boiler has been operated for a numberof hours. This sequence begins
at 2011 hours. Speed is 19_000 rpm. Boiler exit and turbine inlet tempera-
tures are 1572 and 1552°F_ respectively and boiler and condenser pressures
are 42 and 9.2 psia_ respectively. After a number of tests are madewith
various boiler firing rates_ the remainder of the test points at 1550°F
turbine inlet temperature are madewith a more or less constant boiler
firing rate somewherein the range between 36 and 40 per cent. It is found
that after the boiler has been operating for a number of hours that rela-
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tively stable turbine operation is possible at 1550°F turbine inlet
temperature and without a large amount of throttling in the main vapor
valve. During the llth minute_ a speed surge is encountered which is
accompanied by the usual reversal in flow in the bullet nose. This
speed surge seems to be induced by the opening of the main throttle valve
to adjust turbine inlet temperature. However_ during the remainder of
the sequence_ the speed does not undergo drastic surges. Thus_ after
long-time boiler operation_ relatively stable turbine operating conditions
apparently can be obtained at 1550°F turbine inlet temperature with only
20°F throttling through the main vapor valve.
The following tentative conclusions can be drawn from the continuous
recorder traces:
i. A flow reversal in the bullet nose entrance of the turbine
is usually followed by a severe deceleration of the turbine
in a short time interval (e.g._ i0_000 rpm decrease in two
seconds). This typical deceleration with subsequent accel-
eration to the original speed_ characteristically is accom-
panied by a small decrease in boiler feed pressure followed
by a sharp_ but moderate increase in this pressure. It is
also accompanied by a decrease and subsequent increase in
torque. Turbine inlet temperature and total pressure exper-
ience transients during speed surges.
2. Opening the main throttle valve nearly always causes a flow
reversal in the bullet nose and is accompanied by (or triggers)
a speed excursion.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
i0.
Often_ but not always_ closing the throttling valve causes a
large velocity decrease in the bullet nose_ but no speed ex-
cursion of the turbine.
Moderate bullet nose velocity fluctuations usually do not
cause severe speed excursions.
Manual control or stoppage of the boiler feed does not improve
speed stability of the turbine.
Condenser pressure fluctuations and changes in spray flow bear
no causative relationship with large speed excursions.
The reduction of boiler firing rate to i0 per cent maximum
causes a dramatic stabilization of turbine speed_ even eli-
minating fluctuations as small as + 500 rpm.
There is some indication that the turbine speed is less stable
as condenser pressure is increased for a given turbine inlet
temperature.
At a firing rate of 25 per cent_ most of the drastic speed
excursions are eliminated but the fluctuations of + 800-1000
rpm remain.
For some yet unexplainable reason_ the incidences of drastic
speed fluctuations are reduced at 1550°F after the boiler has
been in operation for ten or twelve hours.
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DATA EVALUATION
Table IV summarizes the testing done with the two-stage potassium
turbine during the period covered by this report; about 45 hours of per-
formance testing. Evaluation of the data continues_ including checkout
of the data reduction system_ and elimination of erroneous readings.
Because of the instability problems_ it was impossible to hold inlet
temperature, speed and pressure ratio to the tolerances specified in the
test plan. Therefore_ evaluation of the data is being done for somewhat
larger tolerance bands.
The performance data reduced directly from the digital data handling
system contained some measurements which were obviously erroneous due_ in
part, to partial plugging of a few efflux lines. A typical set of data
at a nominal inlet temperature of 1550°F (actually between 1535 and 1542°F)
at 98 per cent quality and at a total pressure ratio between 2.8 and 3.2
was reprocessed to eliminate the obviously erroneous measurements. The
results are tabulated in Table V and discussed herein. Shown in Figure 21
is the flow as a function of turbine speed. The constant flow indicates
that the turbine was choked_ which is also indicated on other plots. Shown
in Figure 22 is t_ variation of the turbine power output as a function of
speed. It was calculated from the measured speed and torque. Although
some scatter is evident in the data, the curve is well defined and has
the expected trend. The tare losses_ as a function of speed, which were
added to the water brake torque to calculate the output of the turbine
blading are shown in Figure 4.
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Shown in Figure 23 is the variation with speed of the total to total
efficiency of the turbine_ calculated as actual power divided by the ideal
power of the working fluid. The ideal power is calculated from the inlet
total pressure and vapor quality_ turbine pressure ratio and the measured
flow. Again_ the trend is as expected_ but the level is lower than anti-
cipated by at least ten percentage points.
Thus_ an intensive program is underway to determine the reason for
the low turbine efficiency calculated by the data reduction program_ in-
cluding a number of checks to establish the validity of the data. The
overall efficiency calculation is based on the following six measurements:
Speed
Torque
Flow
Turbine Inlet Pressure
Inlet Quality
Turbine Exit Pressure
The tare tests were reviewed and the tare values of Figure 4 found on
October 2_ 1964 were used because most of the data points were taken after
that date. During the tare tests_ the seal flow was one gal/min and the
temperature rise was 180°F for a sensible heat rise of about 5.5 hp.
During performance testing_ the seal flow was about two gal/min and the
temperature rise was about 550°F for an enthalpy change of about 35 hp. It
appeared that the seal loss during testing was much greater than during the
tare tests.
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The sensible heat rise of the seal fluid during testing was checked
as a possible indication of mechanical power loss. A plot of seal fluid
sensible heat rise as a function of rotative speed for a given turbine
inlet and exit temperature is shown in Figure 24. This data is seen to
form a curve which is much flatter than the typical cubic variation of
viscous power loss with rotative speed also shown. Shown in Figure 25 is
the variation of seal fluid sensible heat rise as a function of turbine
exit temperature for constant values of inlet temperature and rotative speed.
Reference to this figure indicates a strong dependency of the sensible heat
rise on turbine exit temperature. This can be explained with reference to
Figure 26, the turbine assembly drawing. The dynamic seal is located in
close proximity to the turbine exit. Heat transfer to the seal can be seen
to be strongly influenced by the temperature of the flowing vapor in the
space between the second-stage disk and the forward wall of the seal housing
as well as the inner surfaces of the outlet guide vane assembly and the
scroll. The temperature of these parts is near the turbine discharge vapor
temperature. The tentative conclusion drawn from Figures 24 and 25 is_
therefore, that the source of the major portion of the sensible heat rise
is due to heat transfer and not viscous action and is not to be considered
as blading power.
The flow measurement from the electromagnetic flowmeter is compared in
Figure 27 with that obtained using the difference between total and static
pressure in the annulus around the bullet nose of the turbine. The higher
data corresponding to 1550°F shows good agreement (about 4 per cent difference)
between the bullet nose differential pressure measurement and the electro-
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magnetic flowmeter. The lower data corresponding to 1450°F shows poorer
agreement, with the electromagnetic flowmeter indicating from i0 to 15 per
cent higher flow than the bullet nose differential pressure measurement.
Similar results were obtained during the C-D nozzle testing. The turbine
efficiency is inversely proportional to mass flow_ thus, the maximum change
in efficiency due to the 4 per cent discrepancy in flow could amount to
only 4 per cent discrepancy in efficiency.
Shown in Figures 28, 29 and 30 are comparisons of turbine pressure
measurements and the vapor pressures corresponding to the temperatures
measured at the same stations. The ordinate in each case is the measured
pressure and the abscissa is the vapor pressure corresponding to the measured
temperature. At Station i_ upstream of the turbine, the static pressure is
shown in Figure 28 to be greater than the vapor pressure_ and at Station 8_
downstream of the turbine, the measured static pressure is shown in Figure 29
to be lower than the vapor pressure. The reason for the 5 per cent discrepancy
at Station 1 is not known. However, it can be stated that at 1550°F, the
vapor pressure curve is such that the temperature changes 7.5°F for one
psia. In Figure 28, discrepancies of i to 1.5 psia are to be noted_ corres-
ponding to 7.5 and II.2°F. This is within the expected error in the thermo-
couples. However, since all errors are in the same direction, these thermo-
couples will be recalibrated.
At Station 8, the discrepancy between measured static pressure and the
vapor pressure is about one psia which corresponds to about 35°F. This is
* Quarterly Report No. 12 of subject contract.
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more than double the expected thermocouple error. In addition_ the static
pressure given by the Taylor gage is about 1.5 psia higher than the efflux
static pressure. The discrepancy between the Taylor gage and the vapor
pressure is about 0.5 psia. This discrepancy maybe caused by the thermo-
couples reading effectively the partial pressure of the potassium and the
Taylor gage reading the sumof the partial pressures of the argon and
potassium. At Station 8_ the argon has its highest concentration in the
test piece because all of the pressure instrumentation having an efflux
of argon is upstream of this station. No conclusion can yet be drawn con-
cerning the apparent static pressure errors of the efflux instrumentation
since the data is consistent and would be expected by reason of line partial
plugging to be higher rather than lower than the correct value. For the
present data_ this is of little consequencebecause the pressures at Station
8 do not enter the data reduction process for the parameters reported herein.
As regards the static pressure measurementsat Station 7_ it is indicated
in Figure 30 that the static pressure agrees within 0.5 psia with the vapor
pressure corresponding to the measured temperature. These pressures were
measuredby meansof two static taps facing the last stage disk on the inner
shroud ring of the outlet guide vane (refer to Figure 26). The two values
were averaged. Yet not understood is the fact that these two measurements
were farther apart as the pressure level at this station decreased. Static
taps at the outer shroud ring were partially plugged and the measurements
were disregarded. Further checking of Station 7 pressure measurementsare
apparently necessary.
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Shown in Figure 31 is the variation of turbine pressure ratio with
turbine to condenser inlet pressure ratio. The fact that turbine pressure
ratio levels off with increasing facility pressure ratio indicates that
the pressure at turbine exit does not follow the decreasing condenser pres-
sure. The conclusion is that either there is a very large pressure drop
or a choking condition exists between the turbine exit and the condenser
inlet stations.
The non-steady operating conditions of the turbine were suspected as
being a possible cause of the low calculated efficiency due to scatter in-
troduced into the data taken on the digital recorder over a scan time of
70 seconds. The points at a nominal pressure ratio of 3 were, therefore,
recalculated from continuous recorders. The results are shown in Figures
32, 33 and 34 and were calculated from the continuous recorders using the
same data points as shown on Figures 21, 22 and 23. The conclusion is that
the continuous recorders do not give better results than the digital re-
corder, either in absolute efficiency level or data scatter. Even for the
most steady points that could be found on the continuous recorders, there
are no apparent performance improvement.
Only a small portion of the data obtained on the two-stage turbine in
potassium vapor has been discussed herein. However, the results discussed
indicate that the instrumentation needed for overall performance determination
gives consistent results and that in spite of unsteady test conditions, use-
able results were obtained. The values of efficiency reported are somewhat
lower than expected and analysis will continue in an effort to establish
the reasons for this.
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III. TURBINE DESIGN AND TESTING
GENERAL
During the present quarterly reporting period, the potassium turbine
completed its third major build-up and it was run on potassium vapor for
a second series of tests during which the first performance data were
obtained. Subsequent to this testing, data reduction, turbine teardown,
and inspection activities were carried out. Also, the seal model test rig
and a first phase of testing was completed.
DESIGN CHANGES
As a result of the seal rubs experienced in the potassium testing
of 7-13-64 and 7-15-64, and discovered during the subsequent teard own
and detailed parts inspection, a number of configuration and dimensional
changes were made before resumption of testing. The design changes
are shown in the assembly drawing, Figure 35, and are as follows:
Pivoted Pad Bearing
In the thermal expansion analysis made following the 7-13-64 and
7-15-64 testing, it was found that under the temperature gradients
of start-up and also at steady-state running, the pivoted pad bearing
could become loose in the housing, allowing as much as .008 inches
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diametrial clearance. To overcome this, the bearing was radially
keyed into the housing in a _'spider" design (Figure 36).
Also, a redesign was made to eliminate the need for the rubber
O-ring on the outer diameter of this bearing, by eliminating its existing
radial oil flow-path. Instead, each bearing pad is fed ihdividually with
oil by tubes extending axially through the bearing housing sump cavity,
entering from the rear of the turbine, (as shown in Figure 37), and
manifolded outside the turbine.
These changes required making a new socket ring, and the pad
pivoting rollers were replated with a flash-coating of silver to make
them selectively tight in the ring. In the new ring, the outer oil feed
holes were eliminated in keeping with the individual pad feeding redesign.
Hydrodynamic Seal
Some design modifications to the hydrodynamic seal assembly
were also made. Due to the loose condition of the attaching bolts (dis-
co #ered in the previous turbine teardown) and the leaking joint where
the hydrodynamic seal joins the bearing housing, the hydrodynamic
seal was welded to the housing, and the forward bolt holes (also sources
of potassium leakage) were plugged. The changes are shown in Figure 38,
wherein the hydrodynamic seal outer lip is welded to the housing, and
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the seal potassium inlet line is welded closed at point B after attaching
the seal to the housing. This eliminates the possibility of leakage of
potassium at any point in its incoming flow path, and the outer weld of
the hydrodynamic seal to the housing serves as a rigid support connection
during operation, as well as a seal.
The potassium feed tube was welded to the hydrodynamic seal,
as shown in Figure 39 • Using electron-beam welding techniques, a
washer was first welded to the tube, and then to the hydrodynamic seal;
the various bolt holes in the forward face of the hydrodynamic seal
were TIG-welded closed.
Double Ball Bearing Installation
Some design improvements of the rear turbine thrust bearing were
also made. Because of the shifting of rotor thrust from the forward
direction at start-up (due to the low loop pressure during this period)
to a rearward condition (under design-point operation), and because of
a . 004 inch diametral clearance in the thrust bearing, the use of a
pair of bearings was adopted as shown in Figure 40. By preloading
these bearings rearward with a 500 lb. bellville spring force, the
initial forward thrust of the rotor is overcome, thereby preventing any
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aft shifting of the rotor during operation (minimizing bearing instability
and possible skidding, with resulting bearing damage). Also, this design
eliminates the possible shaft misalignment which would result from the
• 004 inch diametral clearance present in the ball bearing without thrust
load. The redesign was accomplished without changing the axial length
of the turbine, by removing a portion of the aft spline coupling sleeve
to make room for new parts. A thermocouple is attached to each bearing,
and the new design uses the same type and size bearing as previously
used, having split inner race and silicon-iron-bronze cage for high
speed operation. This required rework of many turbine rear parts, and
fabrication of several new pieces.
Bearing Housing
On the turbine bearing housing, most design changes were made
to accommodate its attached components, such as the hydrodynamic seal,
pad bearing, and thrust bearing installations. Figure 41 shows the
rework drawing of the bearing housing with its modificaffons.
was done to meet three major objectives. At its forward end,
buffer seal surfaces were improved by changing the rub surfaces
from nickel to copper, and by increasing the clearances. Secondly, at
the fore-and-aft-ends, the rabbet surfaces which hold the pivoted pad
The rework
the stationary
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bearing and the ball bearings were remachined for tighter clearances.
Thirdly, some of the oil, argon, and potassium flow tubes were rerouted
in accordance with the previously discussed changes in the pivoted pad
bearing lube system.
The change from nickel to copper labyrinth buffer seal surfaces
was made as the result of metallurgical investigations (discussed in
the August 1964 Quarterly Report) whereby the feasibility of copper as
a rubbing surface was established. The tests showed that the copper
can be expected to swage out from the point of contact without spalling,
thereby effecting a tight, non-galling seal. Also, the copper was tested
for its resistance to potassium corrosion at the 700°F maximum temp-
erature expected in the buffer seal area.
Flow tubing design changes were made in three areas. The liquid
potassium inlet lines were redesigned in conjunction with the previously
discussed hydrodynamic seal rework to provide an all-welded seal
potassium flow path. The previously used oil inlet lines to the pad bearing
were converted to additional argon-inlet lines to the buffer seal. Besides
eliminating high pressure oil from the outer canned cavity region of the
bearing housing, this tubing change also provides the capability for
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increased argon flow to the buffer seal. A third tubing change was to
direct the screw seal cavity purge lines out of the bearing housing, to
observe the flow from this cavity. Also, these changes make the tubing
arrangement such that oil cannot come into contact with potassium as
a result of a leaking tube, or tube connection.
The pad bearing seat in the housing was machined to give a . 0007
inch diametral fit to the pad bearing socket ring. The six axial keyways
were added in an approximate equal circumferential spacing for support
of the pad bearing socket ring. A view into the rear of the bearing housing
showing these keyways is given in Figure 42 All rabbet and clearance
surfaces were remachined for correct fits, and squareness.
Clearances
In addition to component design modifications, new clearances for
all rubbing seals and fits between new parts were established. Graphical
representation of the results of the analysis are shown in Figure 43 and
for start-up and steady-state operating conditions respectively. It can
be seen that with either transient or steady-state operating conditions
the turbine seals should not rub with a .009 inch shaft excursion in the
plane of the pad bearing but would experience a slight interference with
a .012 shaft radial excursion revised. The cold clearances of the seals
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and bearing used in this turbine build-up (No. 3) are listed below:
D iametral
Clearance [in.)
Ca) Forward potassium shaft screw seal ,026
(b) Outer labyrinth seal teeth ,017
(c) Inner labyrinth seal teeth ,019
(d) Oil screw seal _014
(e) Pivoted pad bearing _005
In this build-up, some instrumentation was added to provide both
improved knowledge of temperatures in critical zones of the turbine, and
a record of the motion of the turbine shaft during operation° This
involved adding several thermocouples, and the installation of shaft
proximity gages in the vicinity of the forward bearing.
Figure 44 is an instrumentation drawing showing the exact
location of this, as well as other instrumentation.
TURBINE TESTING - CHRONOLOGY
Following the hardware rework program the turbine components
were assembled, and installed in the test facility. The bearing housing
assembly (Figure 45) was inserted into the turbine scroll (which had not
been removed from the test facility), and the rear conical flange between
scroll and bearing housing was welded closed. Figure 46 shows a rear
view into the turbine with all the shaft instrumentation, lube lines, and
bearings installed.
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On September Z4, 1964, the turbine was given a pre-potassium
mechanical check-out test. It was run to 16,000 rpm, to observe operation
of all instrumentation, bearing temperatures, and rotor vibratory conditions.
Also, visual observations were made at the outlet of the slinger seal
exhaust cavity and in the main loop condenser for the presence of oil,
which would indicate the return of previously encountered oil-potassium
leakage in the turbine. This test gave no indication of oil leakage, and all
instrumentation and sub-systems such as lube oil, argon supply, and
argon reclamation systems worked correctly.
To provide a better insight into the seal flow pressure drop
characteristics of the turbine, a series of flow calibration tests were run
with the turbine stationary and then rotating, to enable prediction of
off-design operation of the seals in the turbine, and to anticipate operating
conditions where seal leakage might occur.
hydrodynamic seal loop was welded closed,
for potassium testing.
Following these tests, the
and the turbine was prepared
The results of this testing are still being evaluated.
Test of,9-25_64
All lines were connected to the turbine. Heating wire and thermal
insulation was applied as required. Filters and traps throughout the facility
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were cleaned to make ready for testing of the turbine. All parts of the
loop except the boiler and condenser were heated ready for potassium
operation.
Test of 9-28-64
Testing was begun at 0830 hours by rotating the turbine with the steam
turbine establishing hydrodynamic seal, and holding the system at
15, 000 rpm while the main potassium loop pressure was brought down to
2 psia, and the boiler temperature was brought up to the corresponding
boiling condition of 1080°F. During this period, tare-loss tests were run
on the turbine rotor system. During start-up, some minor problems involving
plugged argon extraction system lines were encountered, but after thawing
these lines, the turbine was put on vapor operation. As vapor came through
the turbine, its speed dropped somewhat, indicating the presence of
condensate in the cool inlet line. A period of stable operation followed,
but after about ten minutes running, the system began to experience the
deep speed dip excursions which had been encountered in the previous
testing. The inlet vapor was throttled by partially closing the main vapor
valve, and this seemed to temporarily improve the situation, but as vapor
temperature and the turbine loading increased, the speed dips returned
and appeared to be more difficult to suppress. Boiler temperature was
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brought up to 1600°F, but no reduction in the occurrence of speed dips
was observed. Many data point readings were taken (not conforming to
the performance data requirements)and testing continued throughout
the day, but no stable speed condition could be obtained. Although it
had been concluded in July that turbine seal rubbing was causing speed
surging, new instrumentation provided evidence that this was not so.
Since the water brake flowmeter showed some fluctuating, water brake
instability was suspected, but the evidence pointing toward boiler in-
stability was mounting.
The hydrodynamic seal worked well although potassium was being
lost from the head tank at a relatively low rate due to loss of sealwith
the major speed durges. The fKp across the labyrinth seals was
in the order of i0 psi on the potassium-side and 14 psi on the oil-side.
Bearing temperatures were normal. Hydrodynamic seal outlet
temperature increased rapidly to about 750°F when vapor started through
the turbine, and the newly installed shaft proximity pickups showed
extremely stable shaft position even during speed surges, except for
obvious transients through critical speed conditions.
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During 3-1/2 hours of running, at least three parameters were found
to be associated with speed surging. The 8.0" valve accelerometer many
times indicated an acceleration within 1 second of a speed surge. On many
occasions however, accelerometer indications were not followed by
speed surges. The boiler feed pressure showed a slight drop followed
by a sudden rise (a speed surge occurred shortly after the rise began).
The velocity pickup at the bullet nose showed a reversal of flow during the
speed surge. Many other recorded parameters were influenced by the
speed surges, as indicated on Sanborn recordings.
The system was shut down, and a review of the test data showed a
relationship between boiler feed pressure and the speed excursions. Each
speed dip was preceded by the previously discussed slow reduction in
boiler feed pressure, and then a sudden rise.
Test of 9-29-64
Since it was evident that the turbine was running well, it was decided
to run again in an attempt to find a more stable operation condition.
Testing started at about 1400 hours. The prime objective was to
obtain stable operating conditions. It was believed that throttling of
the 8.0" valve would improve stability (see test plan of 9-29-64). By
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setting the boiler outlet vapor temperature at 1550-1560°F and throttling
to 1450°F, relatively good stability was obtained. Turbine performance
testing was commenced on this basis. A total of 2 data points were
obtained. The turbine was operated on potassium vapor for about three
hours, following which a fire in one of the total pressure effluxlines
upstream of the first nozzle diaphragm (pressure tap #19) required shutting
down of the system. The shutdown was orderly, with the turbine held at
15,000 rpm for about 15 minutes after boiler heat had been turned off,
to rapidly exhaust the boiler of its vapor. The system was then back-
flooded with argon, and turbine speed was brought down to Z, 000 rpm and
motored at that speed for approximately fourteen hours while it cooled
down.
Test of 9-30-64
Following repair of the potassium leak by capping off efflux tube
No. 19, eliminating a duplicated measurement, the turbine was put back
on test. A normal start-up was effected and transition to vapor operation
was smooth, accompanies by heavy throttling of the turbine inlet line.
Only two speed excursions were encountered during the entire day's
testing, and these occurred immediately following the transition from
steam turbine operation to potassium vapor operation. The boiler was run
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lfrom 1600 ° to 1650°F, and the inlet vapor valve (VPL-II) was set at about
1/8 open. A general wandering of the speed was still present, but opera-
tion was steadier than in previous running. A total of i0 data points
were obtained, but a fire in an efflux tube (pressure tap #92 - Ps4h, Ref.
Section B, Figure 44) required a second shutdown of the system. Again,
it was orderly, and the fire was small. During this shutdown period, a
small leak was also found in a flex hose - a part of the calorimeter sys-
tem. Also, the turbine tie-bolt was checked for tightness and was found
to have its initial i0,000 ib tensile load in spite of many speed surges,
and thermal cycles.
Test of 10-1-64
Due to a beat-frequency sound heard in the turbine at 18,000 rpm,
during the above tests, the steam turbine and water brake were removed
and operated to speeds in excess of 20,000 rpm by themselves, while the
efflux tube repair on the main potassium turbine was being done. The
test showed that at 18,000 rpm, a critical speed in the steam turbine
system is encountered, as indicated by the vibration trace shown in
Figure 47.
Test of 10-2-64
Following repair of the efflux tube, the turbine was put back on
potassium vapor operation at 1450°F turbine inlet temperature. All
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systems, temperatures, and vibratory conditions were repeatable with
every test, and the hydrodynamic seal outlet temperature always
stabilized at approximately 725°F with an inlet temperature of 260°F
when on vapor operation, and with Z gpm potassium flow through the
seal. Atotal of 4 data points were obtained, (these were re-run later)
with some wandering of the speed between peak-to-peak excursions of
approximately i0,000 rpm. Several problems such as potassium plugging
of the slinger seal loop, E.M. pump gas cavitation and potassium in
the argon reclamation system accompanied the test. Preparations were
being made to obtain Data Point No. 47, but a failure of the digital
recording system required shutting down of the system. The shutdown
again was normal, and no deterioration of test equipment was observed.
The digital system was repaired.
At this time the turbine labyrinth seal was showing loss of sealing
capability. The /_P across the potassium-side was in the order of 2
psi as compared to an initial i0 psi. The oil-side labyrinth still had a
relatively high z_P of about i0 psi.
While the start-up of the system was being effected, at i0, 000 rpm,
the No. i main bearing lube pump quit, immediately and automatically
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causing No. Z pump to switch on and pick-up the load. It was subsequently
reported that potassium was present throughout the lube system, as
observed by a technician watching the oil reservoir. It was concluded
that a momentary freezing of the potassium outlet line from the hydro-
dynamic seal had caused potassium to backup in the seal and force its
way through the argon buffer seal into the oil sump of the turbine. The
system was shut down and cleaned of the contaminated oil, flushed several
times, and the turbine was run at 2, 000 rpm continuously through the
night to circulate the oil and filter out all traces of potassium (using 5
micron filters).
A transducer was installed in the signal air line which operates the
boiler feed valve. This signal was then connected to Sanborn to give an
idea of when and how much make-up is being added to the boiler.
Test of 10-4-64
Testing was successfully resumed,
potassium vapor operation.
were held at about 1600°F,
and the turbine was placed on
Seven data points were obtained. The boiler tubes
and the vapor was throttled to 1450°F, eliminating
the heavy speed dips, but still encountering some wandering of the speed.
Two data points were obtained with the spray valve operating ahead of
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the turbine very successfully.
During testing, two significant experiments were conducted. One,
the boiler feed was put on manual control and held at an absolutely steady-
feed rate for 15 to Z0 minutes. During this time there were no indications
that this influenced stability speed surges continued as before. Secondly,
the boiler liquid level was increased to its high limit followed by shutting
the feed off completely. The feed remained off until the boiler drum
level dropped to the low limit. Again, the turbine speed fluctuated as
usual. A major speed surge down to 2,000 rpm occurred during this
4 minute interval.
Following three hours of vapor testing, a fire was reported on the
under side of the turbine casing. The turbine was again shut down, and
the system was flooded with argon. Inspection revealed that the lower
instrumentation tubes on the turbine casing had been burned by a leak
of potassium from one of the tubes. The damage involved burning away
three tubes and a capped-off condensate extraction line (none of which were
being used), and the destruction of four thermocouples being used to
measure turbine exit temperature in the outlet guide vane (six such
thermocouples originally existed).
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Because of the concern that the water brake might be contributing
to speed instabilities, two needle valves were placed in the inlet lines
near the brake to throttle incoming flow, and prevent any feedback of
pressure waves from the high speed brake core into the inlet feed lines.
Tests of 10-5-64 and 10-6-64
It reqL!ired two days to repair the potassium leak. Three out of
four damaged thermocoup!es were replaced. To minimize damage to
adjacent instrumentation in the event of future potassium leaks, I/4 'Jthick
stainless steel baffle pla_es were positioned between rows of instrumentation
lines. The glove box ports were closed so that an argon cover gas could
be held around the turbine.
Test of 10-7-64
By IZ00 hours, the facility was ready to go, but the turbine could not
be rotated by the steam turbine, although turbine temperatures seemed to
be high enough to melt any frozen potassium. {The steam turbine exerts
160 in ib torque). Consequently, it was necessary to remove the loading
train so that manual torque could be applied to the turbine shaft. It
required about 300 in ib torque to break free the turbine. An indication
of metal-to-metal contact seemed evident. After 20 or 30 revolutions by
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hand, the turbine rotated with ease. The loading train was reinstalled and
the turbine was rotated by the steam turbine with the normal 60 in Ib
break-away torque. The turbine was held at 2000-3000 rpm overnight
and the boiler was held at 1000-1100°F.
Test of 10-8-64
Following repair welding of the lower casing tubes, and replacement
of the thermocouples, potassium testing was resumed. In addition, to
evaluate any influence of boiler feed flow on previously encountered speed
instabilities, a flowmeter was installed downstream of the boiler feed
control valve. (In subsequent running, no correlation between rate of
boiler feed and speed surging was observed).
During the turbine start-up for potassium testing, it was noted that
the argon-to-potassium labyrinth seal had only !-5 psi drop across it
with 40 psig argon inlet manifold pressure. After 2 i/2 hours, the system
was operating more stable on potassium vapor and performance data-taking
began. The first operation was at 1450°F inlet temperature, and data
points 1 through 132 were taken (see revised test schedule, Table If).
Following this, the turbine inlet temperature was increased to 1550OF,
and data points 61 through 114 were taken. One 1600°F data point at 1580°F
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was also taken.
obtained.
This leaves eleven performance points at 1600°F to be
Speed stability still proved to be somewhat of a problem, but in
general, the deep speed dips were overcome by throttling the inlet
vapor to the turbine. Throttling the inlet of the turbine required running
boiler temperatures at 1650°F to obtain the 1550°F turbine inlet temperature
condition.
Following the data point at 1600°F turbine inlet temperature, the
boiler firing rate was reduced to "i0 percent j_to allow the turbine inlet
temperature to drop to 1550°F for the next data point. This caused the
speed to stabilize completely, with none 6f_the previous major speed
dips or even minor speed oscillations, as discussed in Section II and
shown in Figure 15. To further investigate this operating condition,
the next few data points were taken by increasing turbine inlet temperature
to the upper limit of the temperature tolerance band for the given data
point, and then, by cutting back on boiler firing rate, letting the system
cool down during the actual data-taking for the given performance point.
This cool-down transient is at the rate of about 15 to 25°F per minute.
In every case where this was tried, the speed-stabilizing effect was
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completely repeatable. Various rates of boiler firing were tried, and in
general, the smaller the firing rate during "coast down", the more
stable the operation. This action gave additional credence to suspicions
of boiler instability.
The turbine ran continuously for 14 hours on potassium vapor, and
was then cut back to "hold" conditions (1000°F boiler temperature and
steam turbine driving of potassium turbine) to allow observation of data.
Following the testing of 10-8-64, a scale was reported to be forming
at the outside of the boiler tubes. Samples of this substance from the
boiler tubes taken with a remote reaching tool showed both carbon deposit
and metal oxide formation. For this reason, the boiler was completely
shut down and drained of potassium to allow a close-up investigation of
its tubing. This showed a superficial degree of tube oxidation (about .002
inch), but no sufficient to prevent further testing or to indicate significant
deterioration of the boiler equipment. Preparations were therefore made
to continue and conclude the performance testing.
Test of 10-9-64
The purpose of this test was an experiment to improve speed stability.
The top burners of the boiler were fired and the lower burners were left
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unfired to minimize unstable boiling in the tubes, if they should be the
cause of speed instability. The turbine was brought up to speed, and the
transition to vapor operation was made. As turbine power increased,
the usual speed dips occurred, but before steady_state operating conditions
could be obtained and the boiler could be warmed up completely, a shut
down was necessary because of reported smoke coming from the argon
extraction line attached to the main condenser, investigation showed that
no leak had actually developed, but probably some organic substance had
come in contact with the hot extraction line, producing the observed smoke.
Test of 10-13-64
Repairs were made to the extraction line and testing was resumed
with the objective of completing the 1600°F performance testing.
Differences from expected operation were that the loop pressure did not
drop quickly, potassium liquid was lost from the potassium liquid loop
more rapidly, and the pressure drop across the hydrodynamic seal was
lower. Argon was entering the main loop at a rate exceeding 25 lb/hr -
making it impossible to evacuate the loop below 5-6 psia. _Usually the
loop is evacuated to 1-2 psia before vapor is brought into the turbine).
Nevertheless, boiler heat was increased slowly toward 1450°F. Forty-five
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minutes after potassium vapor started entering the turbine inlet duct,
and shortly after reaching 1400°-1450°F vapor temperature, smoke
was observed coming from one of the boiler exhaust stacks, Shortly
afterward, a small flame was observed coming from the top of the
boiler. Emergency shut down procedures were established 52 minutes
after potassium vapor started ent6ring the turbine inlet. The turbine ran
mechanically normal during this period. Subsequent investigation showed
the fire to be due to a leak from a crack in the top-middle section of the
vapor drum, which will require discontinuing vapor testing until repairs
and full boiler inspection can be made.
Test of 10-19-64
Following installation of a temporary "patch" over the boiler drum
leak, thereby allowing evacuation of the facility loop, a test was run to
further investigate the above observed leaking characteristics of the
hydrodynamic seal system. Without firing the boiler, the turbine was
run up to operating speed by its steam drive turbine, and the hydrodynamic
seal was established. The main loop (argon filled) was then evacuated.
As loop pressure dropped, the depletion of potassium from the hydrodynamic
seal supply tank and argon leakage into the main loop once more returned,
but the leak path could not be identified. After a number of confirming
data points were taken, it was concluded that removal, inspection,
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and probable repair would have to be made to the turbine bearing housing
and seal assembly.
SEAL MODEL TESTING
In parallel with the above turbine testing, the redesigned plexiglass
model hydrodynamic seal and pad bearing test rig (discussed in the
August Quarterly Progress Report) was procured, assembled, and
tested in the hydraulics laboratory. Figure 48 shows the installed
test rig, and Figure 49 is a close-up view indicating the general flow
cavities involved. The assembly configuration, and schematics of
the flow loops were presented in the previous quarterly report. As can
be seen, a high emphasis has been placed upon visual observation of the
flow conditions in the seperate chambers, and flow lines, which allows
particular observation for any cross-leakage across the labyrinth buffer
seal. Also, observations of the general fluid dynamics in the seperate
seal chambers can be made. An attempt has been made to exactly simulate
the actual test turbine geometry with installation of the hydrodynamic
seal, oil shaft screw seal, and pivoted pad bearing of the actual test
turbine. The oil chamber cylincler (figure 49) simulates the bearing
housing in the actual test turbine. This allows observation of the oil
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exhausting from the bearing under high speed conditions, where there
had at one time been some concern as to possible oil foaming. The
test rig is capable of 20,000 rpm operation, and is fully instrumented
to obtain cavity pressures and all lube flow temperatures.
To aid in observing leakage between seal fluid and bearing lube,
a red dyed oil was used as a seal fluid, and DTE 797 oil was used as
a bearing lubricant {light yellow' in color). Provisions were made to
evacuate the region forward of the hydrodynamic seal, simulating the
loop evacuation of the main turbine facility.
A test plan was written, and all testing set forth by it was completed.
This involved controlling flow's and pressures to the various seal and
lubrication cavities, to determine the maximum sealing capacity of the
seal, seal fluid seperating characteristics, etc. These data are still
in evaluation, and further testing will be resumed until this evaluation
has been completed. However, some general observations made during
the testing can be presented;
i. At no time during the testing, did mixing of the seal and
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lube oil fluids across the labyrinth seals occur (visual observation),
even though buffer gas flows were taken to very low values (26# per
hour). This is the same general observation as was made during
tests on the first plexiglass seal test rig. Figure 50 shows a
picture during typical seal operation (this happens to be a i0,000 rpm,
g gpm oil flow, and 2 gpm seal fluid flow).
Turbulance of oil coming from the pad bearing is slight, with
a thin film being sprayed onto the sump wall, as a "milky"
spray, which immediately reverts to liquid oil, and gathers in
a puddle in the bottom of the sump. There is definitely no
foaming problem (DTE 797 oil has previously been reported as
an exellent non-foaming oil. )
Detailed seal operating curves will be compiled and presented in
subsequent reports, and will be used as guides in potassium turbine
operation. A moving picture of the fluid dynamic-testing of this plexiglass
seal rig has been made, and is presently in preparation.
TEARDOWN INSPECTION
The bearing housing was removed from the scroll after the potassium
testing. The turbine casings, scroll, wheels, and shaft remained in
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assembly in the loop. The bearing housing was removed to answer
unexplained potassium liquid and argon leakages.
Visual inspection of the Koppers coupling, ball bearing housing, and
the stabilizer showed no change from when they were installed.
The pad bearings, shown in Figure 51, had a deep score mark,
believed caused by a foreign particle, and some wear on the lead indium
surface. These conditions are minor and not indicative of impending
failure. Subsequent dimensional inspection using a plug gage shows
that no measurable wear had occurred. The socket ring was given a free
state,-out-of-roundness check. The results give a miximum out-of-round
of . 00015 inc.
The pad bearing sleeve shown in Figure 52 immediately upon removal
reflected the score mark on the bearing pads. The screw seal surface
forward of the slinger disc had (beneath the screw teeth) deposits of
carbonized oil. The mating silver screw seal threads (Figure 53) had
no evidence of wear. Subsequent measurement of the parts show no
dimensional changes.
Visual inspection of the bearing housing upon removalfrom the
scroll revealed circumferential cracks in the dimple of the sheet
metal tube cover and the forward weld. See Figure 54a, b, c, d.
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This cracking was due to differential thermal expansion. The large area
of this cracking explained the large increase in argon flow to the sheet
metal canned cavity purge line, observed 10-29-64. Subsequent leak checking
performed with the hydrodynamic seal still welded on showed that two
plugs used to plug access holes for drilling the potassium liquid porting
had leaks. These leaks were sufficiently large to explain the potassium
liquid depletion from its loop. Figure 55 shows that rubbing occurred
in the forward screw seal at two locations 180° apart. Subsequent
dimensional checks showed that the outside diameter of the hydrodynamic
seal was out-of-round by a . 012 in and that the nickel inside diameter
was out-of-round by .009 in. Visual inspection of molybdenum sprayed
rabbet surface and butt face which mates to the scroll showed that these
surfaces must be replated. After completing this inspection, the hydro-
dynamic seal was removed from the bearing housing thus exposing the
upper surfaces .and the teeth of the labyrinth seals. The appearance of
the copper was good except for a darkened appearance. Also, a slight
rub occurred on the outer labyrinth seal. Subsequent dimensional
inspection verified that no deterioration of the copper had occurred.
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Therefore, the question of increased argon consumption across the
labyrinth seal was not answered.
MECHANICAL TEST DATA EVALUATION
Mechanical instrumentation of the turbine during the 9-28-64 to
10-23-64 test priod monitored rotor dynamics, fluid system pressure,
and temperatures; metal temperatures of the bearings, bearing ring,
bearing housing, and casing. During operation, flow adjustments were
made to the argon flows, and potassium liquid flow. All other parameters
automatically varied in accordance with changing speed and turbine
inlet temperatures. The day-by-day accumulation of test time plotted
on Figure 56 shows a total of 36 hours and 28 minutes of vapor testing.
Figure 57 show's the 23 hours and 18 minutes occurred at-or-above 1432°F.
Rotor Dynamics
Vibratory excursions of both the potassium turbine and the steam
turbine were measured by instrumentation shown in Figure 44. Two
accelerometers and two rotor proximity guages are shown mounted in the
stabilizer bearing ring 3 inches aft of the pivoted pad bearing. Also, as
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in previous testing, amplitude pickups were mounted on the ball bearing
housing at the aft end of the potassium turbine, and two more on the
steam turbine aft housing_ Figure 58 shows the vibratory excurisons
measured by the amplitude pickups on each turbine. It can be seen that
the maximum vibratory excursion of the potassium turbine which occurs
at 18, 200 rpm is only .0004". This calculates to a 3 g load, which is
corroborated by the accelerometers at the aft end of the turbine. This
load is insignificant in consideration of the heavy structural sections which
contain it.
Figure 59 shows photographs of the oscilloscope traces of the shaft
excursions picked up by the proximity guages. Trace #i at 450 rpm shows
a . 0005" excursion which is due to shaft float within the bearing clearance
and out-of-roundness at the point of guage pickup. Trace #2 thru #9 show
a generally circular pattern with a maximum excursion of .003" appearing
on trace #6 at 15, ZZ0 rpm. The approximately circular pattern indicates
nearly harmonic motion, so that a 6 g acceleration of the isolated rotor is
calculated after correcting for the .001 initial deflection. The 6 g's adds 45#,
or only 3 i/Z_0 to the design thrust load of the bearings, which will not
measurably affect the bearing life of the potassium turbine.
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Figure 58 shows two peak excursions for the steam turbine, 2.6 mils
occuring at 3500 rpm and 1.7 mils occuring at 19, 000 rpm. On the basis
of a one cycle per revolution of the shaft, these excursions cause a 1 g
and a 9 g load respectively. The 9 g will cause a load which is only 10g0
of the rated bearing capacity and is therefore not a limitation t'o running
at 19,000 rpm.
Fluid Systems Flows, Pressures, and Temperatures
Figure 60 shows the changes in the labyrinth seal cavity pressures
for four test days. The included sketch of the cavities shows that argon
flows from the P7 supply line to the P3 plenum cha:mber. Here the flow
splits and goes thru the inner labyrinth to P4 (screw seal cavity) and thru
the outer labyrinth to P8. The change occuring between the 10-4-64 and
10-8-64 plots is suspected to be due to a partial potassium plug in the
tube leading from the P3 plenum to the P3 guage. There was a leak in the
line between the point of suspected plugging and the guage. Absolute
verification of the plug was destoryed however, in carrying out the
post-teardown potassium decontamination of the bearing housing.
Figure 61 shows a comparison between the potassium turbine lube oil
inlet and outlet temperatures as a function of rotational speed. The average
temperature rise was 70°F above a constant 130 ° lube inlet temperature.
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The temperature limitation of the oil is at 325°F where coking first
occurs; consequently, a considerable temperature safety margin exists
in the potassium turbine bearing system.
Turbine Metal Temperatures
Figure 62 shows the measured temperature distribution in the
turbine during power extraction. The 158Z°F - lZ06°F vapor temperature
drop through:the turbine along its flowpath is reflected by the 1520°F -
1220°F temperature drop on the outside of the casing. Also, it is
significant that the temperature difference of 535°F on the bearing housing and
240°F on the pad bearing socket rimgproduces differential expansion w hinh
justifys the spider key design of the pivoted pad bearing discussed
previously in this report.
The time rate of temperature rise of the turbine casing outside surface
with the entry of potassium vapor into the turbine is shown in Figure 63.
It can be seen that the maximum rate of temperature rise is 360°F per
minute. The corresponding time rate of temperature drop of the forward
casing outer wall is shown on Figure 64 which shows an initial (maximum)
cool down rate of 10°F per minute.
Figures 65, 66, 67, and 68 show characteristic operating temperatures
for all of the bearings of the potassium turbine, water brake, and steam
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turbine. Also, on the curves are comparisons showing temperatures
obtained during pretesting, while operating the turbine on steam. The
curves in general, point out that the lube-hearing systems are essentially
isolated from the heating effects of potassium operation.
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IV. TURBINE TEST FACILITY
OPERATING EXPERIENCE
Although all facility systems worked well during testing, in that
continuous running was obtainable, the mode of operation was inherently
unstable, resulting in numerous speed surges of the turbine. Major
surges were decelerations of lZ, 000 to 15,000 rpm in approximately
two seconds as discussed previously. Minor speed surges consisted of
gradual speed changes of l, 000 to 3,000 rpm - having a period of l0 to
15 seconds. There were times w henthe speed was essentially constant
within a few hundred rpm for several minutes at a time. It w'as found that
turbine inlet temperature could be easily adjusted to within + 10°F of the
set point by using the 8 _' control valve. However, at times,the temperature
was allowed to drift more than this when attention was directed toward finding
more stable speed conditions. Condenser pressure was found to be
relatively easy to maintain within limits - especially when the turbine
speed was nearly constant. {Major speed surges allowed argon to blow
through_ the turbine slinger seal into the main loop causing an argon pressure
buildup in the condenser. ) It was found, however, that excessively high
exhuast fan temperature was necessary to obtain the higher condenser
pressures. (A cold air bypass will be installed to remedy this before
operating the loop again. ) Some difficulty was experienced in maintaining
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the quality spray flow for low flow rates (95% quality setting). The 92%
and 85% quality setting could be set without much difficulty. It should be
noted that major speed surges nearly always unbalanced the inlet
temperature, condenser pressure and potassium spray settings to the
extent that the settings moved out of the desired limits.
The item that required the most attention during turbine operation was
the filters in the argon extraction system and slinger seal argon reclamation
system. There are two 5 micron filters in each of these systems to
remove frozen potassium dust from the argon. Each filter has about one
ft 2 of surface. The filters in the argon reclamation system required
cleaning after 6 to 8 hours of runnin_p the extraction filters were good
for 16 to 24 hours. Stoppage of testing was not necessary to clean the
filters, but argon was dumped during the 30-50 minutes required for
cleaning. Filters having roughly ten ft 2 of surface area are now being
installed. The new filters are 40 microns, which is considered fully
adequate for this purpose.
During turbine performance testing, many experiments were
conducted in an attempt to find stable operaling conditions. The most
noticeable influence on speed stability was obtained by throttling with
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the 8.0" vapor valve and by reducing the boiler heating rate. Although not
conclusive, higher pressure ratios across the turbine appeared to reduce
the frequency of major speed surges and the magnitude of minor speed
changes appeared to decrease.
The four Sanborn charts produced during testing on October 8,
between I0:00 a.m. and 24:00 p.m. were screened in reference to the
number of speed dips experienced, and a summary of the stability behavior
during this testing is presented in Table VI.
The table shows the tie-in between turbine inlet temperature, pressure
ratio (Pl to PS), burner setting and throttle valve setting. The speed dip
counting distinguishes between large speed dips, down to 1000 rpm to 3000
rpm, and 1/2 speed dips, such as a drop from 16,000 to 8,000 rpm. At
1450°F turbine inlet temperature the number of speed dips per hour increases
with lower pressure ratios. At 1550°F this same statement cannot be made.
Zero speed dips and stable operation were obtained by cutting back the
gas flow to the burners.
During 2-1/2 weeks of testing, it was necessary to stop testing many
times for various reasons. The most common cause for stopping was
small potassium leaks which generally occurred at welded joints in
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efflux pressure lines as reported in Section II of this report. A smell
leak also occurred in a flex hose which is part of the argon extraction
system. Frozen potassium plugs in the argon extraction system and slinger
seal system required temporary test stoppage several times.
The
and time
facility boiler has experienced the following thermal cycles
s at elevated temperature. Nozzle testing is included.
Thermal cycles, fully off
Thermal cycles, standby at 1000°F
Accumulated time at 1000°F and above
Accumulated time at 1450°F and above
Accumulated time at 1550°F and above
Accumulated time at 1570°F-1580°F
- 237 hour s
- 103 hour s
- 72 hour s
- 17 1/4 hours
A full off thermal cycle is one where the boiler is drained of potassium
and the furnace is cooled to atmospheric temperature. A standby thermal
cycle is where potassium remains in the boiler tube bundle. The tube
bundle is generally held at 1000-1100°F. On rare occasions the tube
bundle temperature is reduced to 600°F.
STATUS OF BOILER
Testing of the two-stage turbine continued until a leak in the vapor
drum of the facility boiler caused an unscheduled shutdown. The leak
occurred on 10-13-64 during a heat-up cycle. Potassium oxide smoke was
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observed coming from the boiler exhaust stacks at about the time when
boiler pressure exceeds atmospheric pressure. Within a few minutes
after the smoke was observed, the boiler burners were cut off and argon
was gradually bled into the loop to maintain a positive pressure as the
boiler cooled down. Since it could not be immediately determined where
the boiler was leaking, and since the furnace temperature was relatively
low, the potassium was drained from the boiler after the tubes dropped
below 1400°F. Subsequent examination of the boiler indicated a leak at
a girth weld in the middle section of the vapor drum. The leak was above
the liquid level in the drum. Figures 69 and 70 show the resulting hole
in the vapor drum.
After removing the sheet metal covers from the top of the furnace
str_tcture, it was evident that the boiler vapor drum was also distorted
to the extent that each end of the drum was bowed upward. There are
eleven support brackets welded to the vapor drum. Initially, all supports
were in the same horizontal plane. Figure 71 shows the existing lift of
each support bracket. Bowing of the drum, caused maximum bending
stress to occur at the center girth weld where the leak occurred.
Since the leak occurred at a welded joint and seemed to follow the
root path of the weld, all circumferential welds and most of the longitudinal
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welds in the vapor drum were inspected. Radiographic and/or dye penetrant
techniques were used. A total of four cracks were found, including the
one that leaked. All cracks originate on the inside of the drum, generally
along the top, in girth welds. (Detailed metallurgical explanation is
presented in Section V of this report).
Since the vapor drum was not instrumented with thermocouples,
the actual temperature profile between the bottom and top of the drum
at any time is not exactly known. However, the procedure used to heat
up and cool down the boiler is conducive to causing a sizeable:non-linear
temperature distribution across the drum. For example, when the boiler
tube bundle is being heated or cooled, liquid metal is in the bottom of
the drum at a depth of 4 to 6 inches. Argon gas is in the top of the drum.
Essentially no heat is supplied to the drum from the gas burners. Argon
cover gas suppresses vaporization of the liquid potassium, therefore,
there is no condensing of vapor in the top of the drum to cause heating.
With argon in the drum, heat, in general, is supplied to the top of the
drum by conduction through the relatively low-conductivity stainless
steel drum wall. It is evident that the bottom of the drum within the
depth of potassium is easily heated to a near-uniform temperature, and
between the surface of the liquid metal and the top of the drum a non-linear
temperature drop exists.
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The same general type of non-linear temperature profile occurs
during cooling of the vapor drum. Again, liquid metal is in the bottom of
the drum until the tube bundle drops in temperature to 400-500°F. Argon
is always flooded into the top of the drum when the boiler temperature
reaches 1400-1450°F to prevent sub atmospheric pressure in the loop. Heat
is being lost from the top of the drum through the thermal insulation.
Although the tube bundle cools from 1400°F to 500°F slowly (generally
taking 6 to 8 hours, except on emergency cool down), the top of the drum
could cool faster.
With a non-linear temperature profile, stresses can occur of sufficient
magnitude to cause yielding of the stainless, resulting in a permanent
bowing of the drum. A combination of bending stress and thermal stress
in the wall no doubt was sufficient to cause several circumferential welds
to crack near the center section of the drum.
The reason for cracking of the drum center girth weld from the inside
is considered to be as follows: During all heat up cycles argon is pumped
from the loop as the boiler is being heated to 1000-1100OF. As soon as
the loop pressure is decreased sufficiently (in the order of 2 psia), a
definite indication of vapor flow is obtained by a sudden temperature
rise of the 8.0" vapor pipe. A temperature wave moves down the pipe
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at a rate dependent on the rate of argon extraction. It is significant
that the temperature wave is well-defined, indicating that potassium
vapor and argon do not readily mix to cause a gradual heat-up of the vapor
pipe. Temperature rises of the 8.0" pipe as high as 500°F/min have been
recorded. Condensing potassium vapor (having a very high heat transfer
coefficient) causes this high rate of temperature rise. The vapor drum
is exposed to the same heating shock as the inside surface of the 1.0"
thick vapor drum is heated by condensing potassium vapor, the inside
surface goes into compression and yields. When the drum wall reaches
a uniform temperature, the inside surface goes into tension. A number
of such cycles causes the inner surface of the drum to crack at a sensitive
location such as a welded joint. Preliminary metallurgical examination
shows evidence of some sigma phase formation in the weld metal, which
results in a reduction of ductility.
BOILER FEED LINE
In addition to finding several cracks in the vapor drum, an internal
inspection with a borescope revealed that the boiler feed line inside
the vapor drum was fractured in three places, with the result that the
boiler feed was merely dumped into the center of the vapor drum instead of
being distributed to each downcomer.
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After finding that boiler feed was not being supplied to the downcomers,
a closer look at the downcomer temperature show's that the downcomers
run 15°F to 30°F hotter than vapor temperature. Even though the downcomers
are insulated with i/2 _' of "Fiberfrax" blanket, heat is apparently being
added to the downcomers fast enough to cause some temperature rise and
possibly some boiling in the downcorners. It is sufficient to say that if
boiling does occur in the downcomers, recirculation of potassium in the
boiler is uncertain. Without recirculation, unstable boiling will no doubt
occur.
BOILER FEED TEMPERATURE
Metallurgical inspection indicates that the fractures of the boiler
feed line inside the boiler drum were caused by thermal fatigue stemming
from steep temperature gradients. In all this testing the boiler feed was
colder than desirable. The original intent in the design of the boiler
was to maintain a boiler feed temperature equal to the temperature in the
condenser which generally would range between I000 and iZ00°F. A feed
distributing line was provided inside the upper boiler drum to inject
this boiler feed directly into the four downcomers. The distributing pipe
would act as a heat exchanger and further raise the temperature of the
boiler feed before it is injected into the downcomers. The later addition
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of an argon reclamation system to the turbine facility resulted in con-
siderably lower boiler feed temperatures. To effectively separate argon
and potassium, both are cooled to about g50°F and this subcooled potassium
is returned to the condenser at a rate of about 6 gpm. As a result, the
boiler feed temperature was as low as 600 to 800°F. This cold liquid
resulted in cracking of the boiler feed line in several places. Fortunately
enough, it did not crack the carefully designed sleeve in entering the
boiler. It is also believed that this cold liquid dumped into the middle
of the upper boiler drum was a main reason for unstable boiler operation
and strong variations in the rate of boiling.
BOILING INSTAB ILITY
As testing progressed it became more and more apparent that the
boiler was the prime, and possibly the only source of instability. This
conchsion is primarily based on the fact that the moment the boiler was
made stable by cutting back the gas flow to the burners, the variations
in condenser pressure as well as variations in boiler feed flow continued
without creating any instability. The full detail of these boiling instabilities
is still missing. Instrumentation to measure pressure fluctuations in and
out of the boiler drum was not available. The main "instrument" responding
to the boiler instabilities was the turbine itself which responded by speed
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fluctuations and completely repeatable speed dips. The vapor velocity
measured on the bullet nose fully concurred with the response of the
turbine by indicating flow reversal in the vapor line during speed dips.
The overall duration of a speed dip was in the order of six seconds, two
seconds down and four seconds for recovery. Accordingly, this flow
reversal cannot be explained as a shock wave or a resonance. It appears
to be caused by drastic variations in the rate of boiling, probably whenever
cold feed liquid which was accumulated in the upper drum entered the
boiling tubes. The puzzle remains that the boiler pressure as measured
in the boiler feed line and the condenser pressure as measured on Station 8
(both Taylor Gauges) gave no indication of a reversal of pressure ratio.
Three dimensionally, it is hard to visualize how far a flow reversal
between boiler and condenser would extend. The existing instrumentation
gave no indication. It is intended, however, to improve this instrumentation.
LIQUID CARRY-OVER
As a result of this uncertainty, the suspicion prevailed that liquid
carry-over from the boiler may have a major function in this instability
behavior. Liquid carry-over is a problem in may steam power plants and
could well exist here in conjunction with speed surges. It is possible
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that the boiler burps cold fluid and that this, in turn, causes sudden
temperature and volume changes in the vapor line. Again, such temperature
changes have not been observed. Also, as reported before, calculations
indicated that the amount of liquid required to cause the speed dips of
the turbine would be in the order of 8 - 16 Ib/sec. It is unlikely that
such large amounts of liquid came out of the boiler. They would have to
give some indication on the continuous through flow calorimeter. To sense
liquid slugs passing through the eight-inch valve, the valve stem was
equipped with an accelerometer and connected to Sanborn and a cathode
oscilloscope. Later on, it was also connected to a tape recorder recording
events over an at least 30 minute time period. Observations indicated that
within one second after observing a disturbance of the eight-inch valve
accelerometer a major speed surge would occur. This prediction worked
well in a number of cases; however, m&nyltimes rumblings on the valve
stem were not followed by a speed surge. The tape recording indicates
an about 50_e conclusiveness of this method.
Conclusive was the tie-in between boiler feed pressure and speed
surges. The boiler feed pressure was also recorded on Sanborn. A
major speed surge was nearly always predicted by a critical, but slight
drop in boiler feed pressure (about 1 psi in ten seconds followed by a sudden
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rise in feed pressure, 2 psi in two seconds). During the two second pres-
sure rise a major speed surge occurred. The boiler feed pressure is really
the vapor drum pressure since the feed line was open to the vapor drum as
a result of the feed line fractures.
BOILER MODIFICATION
The girth welds will be repaired by welding. This will be followed
by radiographic and/or dye penetrant inspection and Helium leak checking.
Both ends of the vapor drum will be supported by constant-force hangers
to minimize bending stresses in the vapor drum. Thermocouples will be
spotted at various places around the vapor drum to indicate the actual
temperature profile of the drum during operation of the boiler. Electri-
cal heating elements will be installed to heat the top of the vapor drum
as required to minimize the temperature gradient across the drum.
A new boiler feed will be installed to insure that each downcomer is
supplied with subcooled liquid of i000 to 1200°F to prevent boiling in the
downcomer. To accomplish this, it will actually be necessary to heat the
condensate, since, as pointed out earlier, it presently leaves the con-
denser at 600 ° to 800°F because of the cooling due to argon extraction.
Consequently, two major modifications will be made to increase boiler feed
temperature. First, the condenser cooling air flow will be modified to
permit more air to by-pass the tube bundle. This is expected to permit an
increase in condenser discharge temperature to about 1000°F. Secondly, a
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heating coil will be installed in the boiler feed line. This will consist
of finned pipe sections located in the boiler feed lines atop the boiler
vapor drum. Convective heating from the vapor drum will result in an
estimated 200°F rise in feed liquid temperature.
Additional thermal insulation will also be applied to the downcomers
to prevent boiling therein.
A liquid-vapor separator Type 8"-FR is being designed to remove en-
trained liquid from the vapor in the event that liquid is carried into the
8.0" vapor pipe. The separator, a Centrifix Corporation Type 8"-FR, will
be mounted atop the center of the vapor drum. The potassium vapor, and
any liquid entrained within it, will have to pass through this separator
before entering the 8.0" boiler discharge pipe to the turbine.
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IV MATERIALS SUPPORT
TURBINE HARDWARE AND REWORK
During this quarter, metallurgical coverage was given to the
previously discussed hardware rework and during turbine testing.
TURBINE ASSEMBLY
The major modifications to the bearing housing included a welded
assembly design that assured positive alignment of shaft and seals and
provided a potassium supply to the rotating cup through a completely
welded and leak-tight system.
Because of space limitations and risk of distortion, the previously
mentioned electron-beam welding process was used to install a welded,
full-flow potassium feed line to the hydrodynamic seal. It was necessary
to develop precedures for welding two 3/16" diameter thin wall tubes to the
seal flange without distorting it. A small "washer" was made to fit
tightly over the end of each liquid potassium supply tube and was electron-beam
edge-welded first to the tube and then to a tightly-fitting counterbore in
the stationary hydrodynamic seal flange. A special fixture was designed
for this joint which would allow rotation of the seal assembly while
keeping the potassium transfer tube centered under the electron-beam.
Simulated parts were made of all weld joints, and welding techniques were
developed on these samples.
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The potassium inlet lines were extended through the re-sealable sleeves
of the bearing housing (Figure 38 ) and sealed by TIGwelding, as was
the attachment of the hydrodynamic seal to the housing. TIG welding
was also used in relocating the bearing housing tubes as discussed previously.
Following attachment of the sheet metal tube cover, and before installation
in the facility, the welded assembly was helium leak-checked, and given
a low temperature (700°F) stress-relief treatment.
The copper, which replaced the nickel labyrinth seal surfaces, was
deposited from a copper sulphate solution and machined to appropriate
thickness. The 700°F stress relief heat treatment given to the bearing
housing served as an adhesion test for the copper electroplate and as a
copper annealing heat treatment. Corrosion and rub tests had previously
been performed and reported on copper electroplate showing its suitability
for this application. (Removal of the hydrodynamic seal assembly after
the October 13, 1964 shutdown verified the satisfactory performance of
copper for the labyrinth seal face surfaces, as the copper did not
show any evidence of erosion or corrosive attach or evidence of burrs
at points of contact with the labyrinth teeth).
During turbine testing, simplified rub tests were performed on five
additional prospective labyrinth seal rub surface materials as a back-up
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to the plated copper design. Because the seal rub test drive turbine used
in previous rub tests (Quarterly Progress Report No. 13) was not available,
these five rubs were performed on a metal lathe set at its highest speed.
(550 fpm). The five materials were: 2.S aluminum, pure copper (as a
control sample), "A" nickel,
(a leaded tin bronze alloy).
free machining leaded brass, and BTH,
The aluminum was considered best of the
five because it was easily cut by the labyrinth teeth and the burrs adhered
to the groove edges. The copper was considered next best; the only
difference between it and the aluminum was its greater resistance to
penetration. The brass and bronze allows chipped readily while in contact
with the labyrinth teeth; these materials were not acceptable because the
generation of metal chips is an undesirable condition for use in the vicinity
of bearings. The "A" nickel resisted penetration by the labyrinth teeth,
possible because of work hardening ahead of the rubbing teeth. Because
of the ease of application of copper, it was retained as the selected seal
material
To determine the relative corrosion resistance of various labyrinth
seal materials, five materials were vacuum sealed in capsules containing
potassium and exposed to both potassium liquid and saturated vapor for
i00 hours at 500°F. The materials tested included three of the above rub
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test materials along with a 28% Gu, 5 iVin, Z Ni-silver alloy and an 8Z_0
gold-nickel alloy; the latter two alloys were substituted for copper and
nickel for which corrosion data were available. Upon inspection of the
corrosion specimens, it was observed that potassium had heavily attacked
the gold-nickel alloy, producing gold colored acicular crystals. No apparent
attack was evident in the case of the brass, BTH tin bronze, the aluminum,
or the silver specimens. A spectrographic analysis is being conducted
on the gold crystals for the presence of potassium, and metallographic
analysis is being performed on the remainder of the specimens, Preliminary
metallographic examination indicates that the lead of the leaded brass
and of the bronze alloys was attacked by the potassium to cause local
volume increases and, consequently, local eruptions on the surfaces
on these specimens.
TURBINE TESTING AND METALLURGICAL EXAMINATIONS
• Metallurgical appraisal of the tube failures and subsequent alkali
metal fires during turbine testing indicated that the failures were induced
by stress concentrations at the weld locations.
The cracks in the outer sheet metal cover of the bearing housing
and in several of the argon flow tubes are attributed to the differential
thermal expansion between the bearing housing and the argon tubes and
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sheet metal cover. The induced stresses were concentrated at bends
in the tubing at the place where the tubing entered the forward flange.
Subsequent to the instrumentation tap leaks and fires, a metallurgical
examination of one of the tubes on the turbine casing was conducted.
Figure 72 shows a cross-section of a thermocouple tap at 50X; intergranular
cracks were found on the inside diameter of the tube. A complete
breakthrough at this location and in this particular thermocouple tap would
not have resulted in a potassium leak; however, such would not be the
case with the potassium vapor pressure taps.
The exact cause of these cracks has not been determined, but it is
suspected that they are the result of a combination of thermal shock
and vibrational stresses which occurred during operation of the turbine.
The condition of all of the tubes is presently under study and alternate
methods of improving the instrumentation system are being considered.
TURBINE FACILITY
Boiler Inspection Daring Testing
The 3000 KW boiler was inspected twice this quarter as a matter
of routine during facility shutdowns. Inspection of the boiler tubes and
downcomers disclosed that all welds were sound. Four different tubes
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were found with unusual white deposits approximately two feet from the
top of the tubes. Each of the deposits gave positive reactions when
checked for presence of alkali with phenolphthalein solution. These
deposits were washed clean and inspected in the same manner several
days later. No. alkali indications were found on this recheck, even
when the tubes were heated in the area of the indication. A sample
of the deposit was found to contain 39.6 micrograms of potassium
by flame photometry. To determine whether the potassium could have
come from some source other than the boiler tube interior, the distilled
water used to take the sample, the phenolphthalein, and a quantity of
insulating cement used in the vicinity of the boiler chamber were checked
for potassium content. The results were as follows:
Ca) The filter paper, water and phenolphthalein could have
contributed 3.5 micrograms of potassium to the 39.6
micrograms originally found.
(b) The water and filter paper alone could have contributed
only one microgram of potassium.
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(c) The insulating cement was determined to contain about 0.1%
potassium (40 micrograms of potassium in 0. 035 grams of
cement).
It was concluded that the insulating cement used in the immediate
area of the boiler was alkaline, contained water soluble potassium,
and resembled the spot material, and it was decided that the evidence
for potassium leakage was insufficiently conclusive and no further action
was taken at that time. The indication locations were recorded for
re-examination during the next shutdown inspection.
These unusual white deposits did not recur during the next period
of operation and inspection of their prior locations did not reveal any
positive alkali indications.
Dump Tank Potassium Analysis
Following is a summary of the tests made from beginning of turbine
testing for presence on the dump tank potassium of oxygen and carbon.
(a) Oil contamination of the potassium occurred on April 13, 1964.
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Carbon_, 88 parts per million; oxygenS, not determined.
The dump tank potassium was hot trapped with zirconium
at ll00°F to I150°F for 100 hours in the stainless steel dump
tank. Carbon, 59 ppm; oxygen, 18 ppm.
Additional hot trapping at I175°F for 250 hours.
43 ppm; oxygen, 17.5 ppm.
Carbon,
Based on the above results, operation of the facility was
expected to flush any remaining oil from the condenser and
associated components without serious increase in the carbon
or oxygen content. Such was the case when samples taken from
the dump tank were analyzed following the next turbine operation.
Carbon, 24 ppm; oxygen, 40 ppm.
The potassium was hot trapped during the ensuing shutdown
and analyzed again on 9-26-64. Carbon, analysis not yet
completed; oxygen, 5.4 ppm.
(f) The turbine was restarted and it sustained a minor instrumentation
* Reported figures are usually averages of three analyses.
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leak, Specimens for carbon and oxygen analysis were again
taken before flushing system, (carbon, not yet completed;
oxygen, 7. 5 ppm) and after flushing system, (carbon, not
yet completed; oxygen, 7.6 ppm).
(g) Turbine testing was resumed on I0-Z-64 and was again
terminated because of a leak in an instrumentation tap.
Analysis: Carbon, not yet completed; oxygen, 13.1 ppm.
{h) The turbine was started on 10-8-64 and was shut down because
of the leak in the boiler on 10-13-64 Analyses after the leak:
Carbon, not yet completed; oxygen, 44.8 ppm.
Flue Gas Sampling
The 3000 KW boiler flue gas was sampled using the flame photometer
method to detect the presence of potassium. The background potassium
level was established during October as, approximately 25 to 50
micrograms in a standarized flue gas volumn sample. The highest
reading obtained during a sixteen hour operating period was 75 micrograms.
To determine the effectiveness of the sampling system, the boiler was
spiked with potassium using the following procedure:
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Ca)
(b)
(c)
The steam jet aspirator was operated for five minutes
to dry the sampling line on the southwest boiler stack.
The flue gas was sampled for five minutes with the boiler
potassium at a nominal temperature of 1600°F.
A second sample of the flue gas was taken for five minutes
during which a 3-gram quantity of potassium encased in
a short length of 1/4 inch stainless steel tubing was
inserted into the boiler through the southeast viewport.
The potassium burned brightly in the flue gas atmosphere
for one to two minutes. Of the original 3-gram sample,
650 micrograms of potassium, or 0.02% of the sample,
were detected on the filter paper in the sampling line.
The sampling system detected at 300-microgram
level of potassium at about 1300 hours on 10-13-64. An
immediate resampling thirty minutes later indicated i00
micrograms with the boiler pressure negative.
Soon after this, the report of smoke exhausting from
the boiler stacks was given, and the system was shut down,
as discussed previously.
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Post-Test Boiler Inspection and Repair
Following the major boiler leak on October 13, 1964 an extensive
program was undertaken to inspect all of the boiler welded joints. Much
of the base metal was examined for stress cracking. The inspection
utilized radiography, ultrasonic vibration inspection, and dye penetrant
inspection at locations where that particular process was most applicable.
The non-destructive inspection plan for the boiler and associated components
is outlined in Appendix B, of this report.
Inspection, to date, has disclosed failures of major concern at three
locations in the center: girth weld of the top header, and the top portion of
the girth weld joining the southern two sections of the top header. Of
minor consequence was a cracked weld in the horizontal inlet line connected
to the hot trap from the upper header. This crack was caused by bending
stresses induced in the 3-inch pipe when the hot trap was lifted and was
forced against the furnace cover. Reverse stresses were induced on
cooling when the line was forced against the refractory of the furnace wall.
This crack and the adjacent material were examined metallographically.
The failure was a result of tensile stress; the crack propagated intergranularly.
The adjacent area was weakened with smaller intergranular fissures.
The inside diameter exhibited multiple, small intergranular fissures
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preliminary phase identification. The loss of impact strength and ductility
in sigma phase is most severe at the lower temperatures.
Many metallographic specimens have been extracted from the boiler
from strategic locations in the effort to define the failure processes and
to determine just what should be done in the future to prevent failure
recurrence. The study of these specimens in under way and the results
will be available for the next report.
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TABLE I I
TURBINE TEST POINTS WITH LIQUID INJECTION
Point
NOo
137
2
3
4
7
8
9
138
Ii
135
12
13
14
17
18
19
136
Inlet
Tempo, °F
Nominal Nominal
Inlet Inlet
Pressure, Percent Pressure
Psia Quality Ratio
14 50 19 2°099
95
92
85
99
1L.50 19 2.95i
5
92
85
99
Speed,
rpm
15,400
16,400
17,300
18,300
19,300
19,000
18,900
18,700
20_000
15,400
16,400
17,300
18,300
19,300
19,000
18,900
18,700
20 000
Percent
Corrected
Speed
80
85
90
95
100
100
100
100
105
80
85
90
95
100
100
100
100
105
21
133
22
23
24
27
28
29
134
1450 19 I
92
85
99
4.0 15,400
16,400
17,300
18,300
19,300
19,000
18,900
18,700
20,000
80
85
90
95
100
100
100
100
105
31
131
32
33
34
37
38
39
132
1450 19 9f
92
85
99
5o0 15,400
16,400
17,300
18,300
19,300
19,000
18,900
18,700
20_ 000
80
85
90
95
100
100
100
100
].05
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TABLE II - (Continued)
TURBINE TEST POINTS WITH LIQUID INJECTION
Point
NOo
41
129
42
43
44
47
48
49
130
Inlet
Temp.,°F
Nominal Nominal
Inlet Inlet
Pressure, Percent Pressure
Psia Quality Ratio
1450 19 6.0T
95
92
85
99
Speed,
rpm
, ,, ,
15,400
16,400
17,300
18,300
19,300
19,000
18,900
18,700
2,07000
Percent
Corrected
Speed
80
85
90
95
100
100
100
100
105
51
.L/.4
52
53
54
57
58
59
128
61
62
63
64
65
67
68
69
1450 19 7.0
i
92
85
99
1! 50 30 l
95
92
85
/
2 95
15_ 400
1 _ ANN
_v, _vv
17,300
18,300
19,300
19,000
18,900
18,700
20,000
80
85
90
95
100
100
100
100
105
15,360
17,290
18,250
19_210
20,000
19,100
19,030
18,880
8O
90
95
I00
184
i00
i00
i00
70
71
72
73
74
76
77
78
1550 30 I
92
85
4°0 15,360
17,290
18,250
19,210
20,000
19,100
19,030
18,880
80
9O
95
i00
104
i00
i00
i00
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TABLE II - (Continued)
TURBINE TEST POINTS WITH LIQUID INJECTION
Point
NOo
79
80
81
82
83
85
86
87
Inlet
Temp.t°F
1550
Nominal Nominal
Inlet Inlet
Pressure, Percent Pressure
Psia Quality Ratio
0
95
92
, 85
88
89
90
91
92
94
95
96
1550 3O
5.0
I
92
85
6.0
Percent
Speed, Corrected
rpm Speed
15,360 80
17,290 90
18,250 95
19,210 100
20,000 104
19,100 100
19,030 100
18_880 100
15,360 80
17,290 90
18,250 95
19,210 100
20,000 104
19,100 100
19,030 100
18,880 i00
97
98
99
100
101
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
112
113
114
15 5O 91
92
85
1550 30 9!
92
85
7o0
!
8.0
15,360 80
17,290 90
18,250 95
19,210 100
20,000 104
19,100 100
19,030 100
18,880 i00
15,360 80
17,290 90
18,250 95
19,210 i00
20,000 104
19,100 100
19,030 i00
18,880 i00
98
TABLE II - <Continued)
TURBINE TEST POINTSWITH LIQUID INJECTION
point
No.
115,
116
ii7,
i18
119,
120
i2i,
i22
123,
124
125,
126
Nominal Nominal
Inlet Inlet Percent
Inlet Pressure, Percent Pressure Speed, Corrected
Temp.,°F Psia Quality Ratio rpm Speed
1600 37 99 2.95 19,300 i00
1600 37 92 2.95 19_200 100
1600 37 99 4.0 19,330 100
1600 37 92 4.0 19,200 100
1600 37 99 5°0 19_330 100
1600 37 92 5.0 19,200 100
1600 37 99 6.0 19,330 100
1600 37 92 6.0 19,200 100
1600 37 99 7°0 19,330 100
1600 37 92 7.0 19,200 100
1600 37 99 8.0 19,330 100
1600 37 92 8.0 19,200 100
In points number 115 through 126, the following test points shall be run first:
116, 118, 120_ 122_ 124 and 126. Only those of the remaining runs which can be
accomplished before the facility has been operated at 1600°F for eight hours
shall be run.
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TABLE III
TARE TORQUE TEST DATA FOR OCTOBER 2_. 1964
(Shown in Figure 4)
Reading
Number
Condenser Steam Main Net
Inlet Average Turbine Torque Tare
Pressure, Speed Torque Meter Torque
Psia rpm In-Lb In-Lb In-Lb
A-I
A-2
B-I
B-2
3.33 16,028 123.3 41.1 82.2
3.30 16,061 123.0 42.1 80.9
3.06 16,167 121.5 42.4 79.1
2.94 16,106 121.2 41.2 80.0
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MOLLIER DIAGRAM FOR POTASSIUM
Based upon empirical equations developed by Naval Research Laboratory
October, 1964
w:,mo_, rewza - °1
Figure 2. Mollier Diagram for Potassium.
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Figure 4. Comparison of Tare Torque Values for data reducti(>_, wi%h
tare test values.
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Figure 39. Installation of Potassium Feed Line to Hydrodynamic Seal 
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Figure 54c. Bearing Housing Following Potassium Testing (C64102307). 
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Figure 55. Hydrodynamic Seal Inner Bore Following Potassium Testing 
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Figure 59. Shaft Rotating Dynamics as Measured by Proximity Gauges.
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NOMENCLATURE
a
B
C
C
P
D
g
H
M1
n
P
S
v
V
acoustic velocity, ft/sec
vlrlal coefficient, ft3/Ib-mole
vlrlal coefficient, ft6/(lb-mole) 2
specific heat at constant pressure
virlal coefficient, ft9/(lb-mole) 3
gravity constant, 32.174 ft/sec 2
enthalpy, Btu/lb
molecular weight of monomerlc gas_ 39.1 lb/ib-mole
polytroplc exponent
pressure, psla
entropy Btu/lb-°R
specific volume_ ft3/ib
specific volume_ ft3/Ib-mole, using M 1 as the weight of a 1b-mole
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I. SUMMARY
Thermodynamic properties of potassium are required for the inter-
pretation of test data from the two-stage potassium turbine. Five years
ago General Electric calculated potassium properties using perfect gas
assumptions in the vapor region because P-V-T data were not available
(R60FPD358-A). More recently Battelle Memorial Institute (BMI) and the
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) have published potassium properties
resulting from their respective experimental programs. The BMI properties
were published earlier (BATT-4673°T4), and have been programmed for a
digital computer so that property values can be obtained for any fluid
condition. The NRL potassium properties have only recently been published
(NRL Reports 6094 and 6128) and have also been programmed for use in digital
computer data reduction programs.
This report presents a tabulation of the NRL potassium properties,
including extrapolations to temperatures lower than 1400°F, which are re-
quired for the potassium turbine testing° Comparison plots have been In-
cluded to show the validity of the extrapolations and to compare potassium
properties from three sources. Calculations of polytropic exponents and
acoustic velocities have also been made using the NRL equation of state.
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II. I_RODUCTION
Thermodynamic properties of fluids are generally based on experimental
data and appropriate thermodynamic relationships. When there is a paucity
of data_ reasonable extrapolations or assumptions are made. For lnstance_
the potassium properties presented by General Electric (GE) (Reference 1)
were calculated using perfect gas assumptions for the vapor region_ because
P-V-T data were not available at that time.
Subsequent experimental programs at Battelle Memorial Institute (BMI)
and the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) have produced much additional
data on the thermodynamic properties of potassium. BMI has calculated
potassium properties over a wide range of conditions_ starting from liquid
properties as a base_ using the Clapeyron relationships for the two phase
region and their experimental P-V-T data for the vapor region (Reference 2).
Based on data obtained from their experimental program_ NRL has calculated
potassium properties by two methods; using liquid properties as a base
(Reference 3)_ and using monomeric gas properties as the base (Reference 4).
The equations derived using the monomeric gas base are recommended by
NRL and have been used to calculate the potassium properties in this report.
The temperature range has been extended below 1400°F because the potassium
turbine will experience some lower temperature conditions_ particularly at
turbine discharge. Comparison plots of thermodynamic properties have been
made to verify the validity of the extrapolations and to compare the properties
from three sources. The tables also include calculated values of polytropic
exponent and acoustic velocity which are useful for turbine design and per-
formance calculations.
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III. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
In Reference 3, NRL calculated thermodynamic properties along constant
temperature lines using properties of the saturated llquid as a starting
point. In Reference 4_ the properties were calculated using monomerlc gas
properties as the starting point. It had been shown in Reference 3 that
the choice of starting point is of minor importance in the case of enthalpy
and entropy. However, vapor specific heats would be expected to be more
accurate if they were computed from the monomeric gas base_ since the path
would be independent of vaporization quantities and would not require an
extrapolatlon of the llquld specific heat data beyond its measured range.
For this reason_ NRL recommended the monomeric gas as the basis for potassium
properties. With the exception of liquid specific heat_ the tabulatlons in
this report were computed using the NRL equations based on the monomerlc gas.
NRL did not present liquid specific heat data_ and the values in this report
were derived from the curve fit for llquid enthalpy presented in Reference 3.
For turbine design and performance calculations it is advantageous to
use the polytropic exponent, defined as
v 5p
n = -'--p ( _ )s
The followlng equation for polytroplc exponent in terms sultable for _al-
culatlon was derived in Reference 5.
(i)
-1
n _ ,,.m i
T 21"_ )T + J'-_- ('_)p
P
(2)
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The NRL equation of state from Reference 3 is
A_
144 pV B C D
-- = 1 + -- + -- + --
RT _, V_2 V_3
(3)
By computing the partial derivatives needed in Equation (2) from
Equation (3) the polytropic exponents could be calculated at selected
_,_ temperatures.
The acoustic velocity, given by
a = _ngpv
was also calculated.
(4)
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Shown in Figures 1 - 7 are comparisons of potassium thermodynamic
properties from three sources. In Figure 1 the indications are that
vapor pressure data from the three sources are in good agreement. The
experimental NRL data below 1860°R consist of the points obtained from
Bourdon gage measurements as described in Reference 3. These points as
well as the extrapolated NRL curve fit are very near the GE plot.
Figures 2 and 3 compare specific volume of saturated vapor and
liquid. The plots show good agreement at lower temperatures with some
deviation at higher temperatures.
Figure 4 compares enthalpy of the liquid and vapor. Although there
are small differences in liquid enthalpy_ the significant difference
between NRL and BMI properties is shown in vapor enthalpy at the higher
temperatures. The difference is apparently due to the difference in
latent heat of vaporization. Both BMI and NRL calculated latent heat
from the Clapeyron relationship_ which implies the use of the vapor pressure
relationship and specific volume of liquid and vapor. The difference be-
tween BMI and NRL P-V-T data at higher temperatures is apparently the
reason for the deviation in latent heat. Also shown on this plot are the
enthalpy values calculated by NRL using the saturated liquid base (Reference
3). Although there are small differences in magnitude due to the different
bases_ the lines tend to be parallel so that enthalpy differences between
two state points would be in good agreement.
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Figure 5 compares entropy of saturated liquid and vapor. The
difference in vapor entropy at high temperatures is due to the latent
heat discrepancy since the entropy of vaporization is derived from it.
Also shown is entropy calculated by NRL from the saturated liquid base.
Entropy differences between two state points using either base would be
in good agreement.
Figures 1 through 5 indicate that the extrapolation of the NRL
equations to 1300°R is reasonable. The comparisons of specific heat are
not as favorable. Figure 6 contains a comparison of vapor specific heat.
The BMI data vary distinctly from that of NRL which is closer to the GE
curve. Since BMI and NRL calculated vapor specific heat by essentially
the same method the reason for the discrepancy must be the difference in
P-V-T data. In Figure 7 a comparison of llquld specific heat is made.
NRL did not present this property and the llne labeled NRL was calculated
by differentiation of the llquid entropy curve fit from Reference 3. The
NRL and GE values are almost identlcal but substantlally different from
the BMI valueso
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
i i i |J
This report tabulates potassium thermodynamic properties calculated
from the NRL equations for use in potassium turbine testing and evaluation.
The equations have been extrapolated down to 1300°R and the Comparison
plots indicate good agreement with other sources at the lower temperatures.
Additional work is required for a complete explanation of the differences
in property values and is outside the scope of this report.
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Figure 2c. Comparison of the Specific Volume of Saturated
Potassium Vapor From Three Sources.
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NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION OF THE 3000 KW BOILER
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APPENDIX B
NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION OF THE 3000 KW BOILER
A. Potential locations of weld and pipe wall cracks
1. Vapor drums
(a) Circumferential welds jointing the four sections
(b) Center cap to drum weld
(c) Hot trap nozzle to header weld
(d) Four downcomer to drum welds
(e) Drum wall at three center support brackets
(f) Drum wall opposite boiler feed line
Z. 8" header
(a) Downcomer to header welds
(b) Hot trap nozzle to header weld
(c) Drain line to dump tank welds
3. Downcomers
Circumferential welds in pipe near top and bottom headers
B. Recommended inspections
1. Vapor drum
(a) X-ray circumferential welds
(I) Try X-ray of one weld through drum with source on one
side and film on other. Source located at weld and 6"
on each side of weld. Use ASME penetrameters for I"
and 2,, thick stainless steel sections on film side next
to weld.
(z) If (i) does not give good resolution, cut i-I/2" pipe cap
off one drum cap and slide source into drum on baffle
plate. Nonmetallic sheath needed to slide i-i/4"
diameter source through X-ray circumferential seam
using ASME penetrameter i" thick section.
(3) If (2) gives good X-rays, inspect all welds.
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,
(b) Ultrasonic inspection
(i) inspect circumferential welds.
(Z) Drum wall around the three center drum supports
and opposite the boiler feed inlet.
(3) Inspection should be done by Automation Industries,
Columbus, Ohio, under supervision of Joe Marble,
MDLO, General Electric Company.
(c) Dye penetrant inspection
(I) Three circumferential welds in drum.
(Z) Center dome weld.
(3) 8" nozzle weld.
(4) Four downcomer welds.
(5) Hot trap nozzle weld.
8" header
Dye penetrant inspect:
(a) downcomer to header welds
(b) hot trap nozzle weld
(c) drain line to dump tank welds
nowncomer s
X-ray and dye penetrant inspect the circumferential welds near
top and bottom headers.
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